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Young Wild West Capt11ring-A Chief
OR,. · AR{ETIA AS A CAVALRY SCOUT

•

By AN OLD SCOUT

CHAPTER 1.-YounJ? Wild West Promises
To Capture a Chief
Some few years ago when Fort Defiance. sit_uated in the eastern l)art of Arizona, close t.o the
line of New Mexico, really was a. fort in the
true sense of the word, an Indian chief of the
Apache tribe, named Dog Foot, created Quite a
sensation, and incidentally became a "thorn in
the side" of Colonel Beardsley, who was then in
command at the fort.
Dog Food had never been credited as beinl?' a
very bad redskin, thoui?h he had assisted Geronimo .1rreatly in committinl?' his depredations. It
is Indian nature to be crafty, stealthy and treacherous. and Doi? Foot surely possessed all these.
But he had learned much more throu,rh his dealinl?s with the white man, and he had taken a
notion to i?et rich. For somethinl!: like two months
the mininl!: camps, settlements and even the tradinf?-post near the fort had been flooded with
counterfeit money, and when several investigations had been made and enough information had
been received to convince the colonel and others
in his council that Doi? Foot ,was the leader of a
band of counterfeiters there was 1?:reat surprise
manifested. Who had ever heard of a redskin
beinl!: a counterfeiter? That was the Question
they asked each other. But the evidence pointed
that way, so the thinl? tp do was to catch Doi!:
Foot. This however, was easier to talk about
than to accomplish, and thoul!:h many times the
wily chief had been all but captured, he was still
at larll:e somewhere, while the unsuspectinl!: ones
kept beinl!: swindled by selling goods and makinl?
change for bad money.
Th situation had warmed up to such an extent that a thousand dollars reward was offered
by the United States Government for information
that would lead to the capture .and conviction of
the counterfeiters. Colonel Beardsley was much
nettled at the repeated failures to gather in the
miscreants. Two or three times worthless Indians as well as white men who were suspicious
characters had be.en arrested for having spurious
coins in their possession. But each time no evidence could be found that they were aware that
the money was bad. They had always mana1?:ed
to ex1>lain how they came by the money, so the
trouble cam;ed from this investigation really
amounted to nothin,r. It was a verv · warm moi-ning in the month of June that the colonel was

~itting on the porch of the frame house he lived
m close to the heavy stockade that surrouncled
the old log fort, meditating and wondering over
the situation, for he had just received a dispatch from one of the high army officials commanding him to capture the counterfeiters. He •
was well satisfied that Doi!: Foot, the clever Apache chief, was at the head of the counterfeiters.
Putti.111?: this and that together from the information he had received fr-om different sources
made it all point that way. If he could on1v
capture the chief he felt sure that the rest
would be easy. With the dispatch in his hand he
sat on the steps of the porch, when an orderly
suddenly came up and saluted.
·
"What is it?" the colonel demanded. grufllv. ~
"Captain Jackson advised me to report to vou
that Young Wild West has just ,arrived," came
the reply.
"What!"
The colonel leaped to his feet so suddenlv that
the orderly started liacl<;._in amazement.
"That is what he said':' colonel," he managed to
retort.
·
"Have Xounl!: Wild West sent to me at once."
With the usual military salute the orderly
promptly turned and hastened to make his re1>ort
to Captain J11.ckson.
Meanwhile, a party of riders had just rid<len
up and had dismounted near the south entrance
to the bi,r stockade. In their fancy hunting and
riding · costumes of buckskin and !?"av-colored silk
and cloth, thev certainly looked picturesoue indeed. But it is not necessairy to give a full description of them, for these characters are so
well known to the readers of fiction throui?hout
the length and breadth of our gr·eat country that
when we simply state that the party consisted of
Youn,r Wild West and the friends who traveled
with him in search of excitement and adventure
throughout the wildest parts of the region known
as the Wild West, it will .be sufficient.
Young Wild West, the boy who had made himself famous through his darinl!: exploits and stout
determination to, do the right thing, no matter
what the cost. and who held the title of Champion Deadst!'ot of the West, stood near his sorrel
stallion, Spitfire, talkin,r with Captain Jackson
o:JI the Thirteenth Cavalry, when the orderly came
back.
"Captain." the latter said, "the colonel wi$hes
to see Young \.Vild West immediately,
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"I tol<l vou so, captain," the Young- deads)1ot
,.?;d, laughin1dy. "I have never met Colonel
"Reardslev, but I know he has heard of me. The
<locument I just showed should convince you that
I am pretty well known among- the armv folks.
When I heard a little while ae:o that an Apache
chief was wonvingo you all so much and t:hat
there was a r~ward of a thousand dollars offered
for his capture, I made up my mind ril!'ht away
that we would find something to do here. The
fact is, 1 am verv e:lad we decided to ride un this
way instead of striking- on throue:h New Mexico.
I'll go and see the colonel and have a little talk
with him."
"Please do so, and while you are _gone I'll try
;,n<l "rrange suitable accommollations for your
friends."
''Dori't bother yourcelf about that. We are all
in the habit of pitching our camp anywhere we
hapnen to stop. We alwavs carry a prettv good '
outfit, and it is seldom, indeed, that we haven't a
full supply of something- to eat," YotL--i_g Wila
West retorted, a:ncl then- he followed the orderly
around the stockade and Quickly saw Colonel
Beardslev standing befoni his residence, appar·entlv much agitated. Our hero had been a great
deal among- the troopers stationed in various
parts of the Wild West, and he had many times
acted as a scout, always being- successful in anything he undertook. While he had been at Fort
Defiance several times before, it happ-ened that
Colonel Beardsley was a new commandant there,
and he had never had the pleasure of meetingo
him.
"How are you, colonel?" he called out, in the
.cool and easv way that bad helped make him
famous, at the same time giving- the military
salute. "Can I do anything- for you?"
· "You are Young Wild West, I believe?" came
the reply, without an answer to the salute.
..
"Yes, sir, that is my ..,p.ame."
·
"You have some sort of connection with tl1e
reirnlar army, have you n,ot ?"
.
"Nothing more than that I hold a paper which
was given to me by the ma.ior-ireneral two or
three years ago. I suppose it makes me connected somewhat, since it gives me tile privilege
of passim, thr·ough the lines anY\,'\'here, and also
of offerin,g advice to those .in command.
"Yes, I know. I have heard something about
that. You are just the one I want to see. But I
am a little surprised to find that you are not a
much -older person. From the little I l1ave heard
of you it would seem that you should be older, for
you have accomplished no end of things, and all
to the good of the army and for vour cou71.try."
"That is all right, colonel. I started in when
· I was quite a little kid, you knbw. I'll admit that
I am nothing but a ~boy yet; but some day I'll be
a man, and then perhaps it will be different.
"I rather think you're man enough now. But
come into the house. I want to talk to you in
private."
A wave of the hand dismissed the orderly, and
Young Wild West, not the least bit timid about
consulting with such a high officer a~a colonel,
walked coolly into the house and sat down with01:Jt being invited to do- so. The colonel drew uu
a chair before him and , taking a seat, looked the
boy squarely in the eves.
"You have heard abot:., the countecleit money

that's been floating about through these parts, I
presume?" he began.
"Not until a few minutes ago."
"Is that so? You have not been long in this
vicinity, then?"
"No, we c~me straight throu:i:h fro~New
Mexico, and we haven't stopped. at a camp or
town in three days."
"Oh, I underst~n<l, then. You didn't come
across any one who wanted to buv -or steal anything?"
"Not a soul in that time." ·
"Who told you about the counterfeit money?"
"Well, we I}Jet a cavalryman just as we had
about reached here. He happened ,to know us,
and, of course, he wanted to _give us all the news
he could, I suppose, so he told us about the
counterfeiters. !!e said an Indian chief was supposed to be the fellow who was · maldng the bad
money. That som1ds rather stran1?:e, colonel."
"Yes, it does sound strange, I'll admit. But I
have reason to believe that such is the case. If
it isn't the chief who is actually doing it he is
the brains of the ori;!:anization engaged in the
work."
"And the chief is named Dog Foot?"
":Yes, that's correct."
"Can't say I ever heard of him."
"No, he has never been much known, though
he has taken part in some of the raids Geronimo
made. But he's a wily fellow, a veritable fox,
you might say. He c_an wriggle out of any scraoo
he lets into. I am confident he is the man we
should !!'et in· order to break up this counterfeitiIJ.g- business. Why, just think of it. It is
estimated that' as much as thirty thousand do[;;_
Jars in spurious coin l1as been disnosecl of inside
a period of Jess than six months."
"Quite a lot of money to ,be floating- around,
colonel," and the young deadshot shook his head.
"Yes, fodeed. It is all made of lead., too.
though there is ,:ome other metal, or perhaps
melted glass, in it that causes it to shine and
give a ring."
"Only silver is coJnterfeited, then, is that it?"
"Yes, only silver dollars, halves arid quarters."
"If the redskin is responsible for all this he
must be a nretty sharp one."
"He is responsible for it, I'm sure."
"Well, colonel," and the bov looked at him
curiously, "I suppose you wan·t me to try and
catch Dog Foot."
· "That is just what I do. If it continues on ·
this way I fear that I'll be transferred to' some
other post, or perhaps rele.1<ated to a lower station."
•
"I shouldn't like to have anvthing like that
happen, Colonel Beardsley, for I have sized you
up pretty well and it seemed to me that you are
a bri~ht man and are holdini::: a post that you are
fully capable of. Since you have been unable to
captu,.re the leader of the gang of counterfeiters.
it should not be the cause of your humiliation in
any way."
· •
"But those higher up won't look at it in that
way, YouJ"l1;!' Wild West," and the colonel shook
-his head sadly.
"I suppose not. All rfa·ht. colonel. I promise
vou that I'll do my level best to get the chief
who vou think is responsible for the counterfeit •
mone~·. There is no need of me asking- you for
'-•
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any information, for if ' you know anvthing- that you would report to me at three o'c1ock this
would be the means of finding- where he was he afternoon. Possible I may hlle'e something- in the
would not be at large now."
way of information filat would assist you. I'll
"That is sound logic," and the colonel actua1ly look over my papers in the meantime."
smiled.
"All right, colonel,'' and rising- from his chair
"All right, the11. I ;-eckon I'll stay around the Young- Wild West saluted · and went on out of
fort until to-morrow morning. In that time I the building-.
may pick up something worth while by talking
He was soon back with his waiting friends, who
to the cavalrymen and some of the settlers."
had not yet made any an-angements for camp"A g-ood idea, I think. But do vou believe that ing.
you will be able to catch Dog Foot?"
"Well, Wild, how did you make out?" Arietta
"I certainly do believe it, colonel. The fact :Murduck, the young deadshot's g-olden-haired
is," and the boy grew very earnest, "that I
sweetheart, asked.
never understood a thing yet in this line that I
"All rig-ht, Et," was the reply. "I reckon we
didn't accomplish. Don't think I am boasting are g-oing- to have some lively work before we g-et
when I talk this way, but it is a plain. un- away from this part of the country. What do
varnished truth when I say it."
you thihk of a redskin being a counterfeiter?"
"I have heard enough of you to feel that :vou
"It doesn't seem possible, Wild."
will be successful. However, there is a thousand
"But it is true, I think. I have promised Colonel
dollars waiting for you if you succeed."
Beardsley to capture him, too. I reckon we'll
"Colonel Beardsley, I don't care anything about come pretty close to doing it."
the thousaRd dollars that is offered for a reward.
"Bet your life we will, Wild!" spoke up CheyProbably vou are not aware that I struck it rich enne Charlie, the scout, who was always ready for
when I was only , sixteen years oi age, and that anything- the boy proposed.
since that time money has been rolling in from
different sources. That is why I can en.ioy myself by t~kiT\g the horseback rides all over this
part of the country so that I can always find
CHAPTER IL-Wild Gets a Little Inforsomething in the way of excitement, and at the
mation.
same time do a little good now and then. My two
partners, Cheyenne Charlie, who was a scout for
There was a very large force oi men stationed
a long time b the army, and Jim Dart, a bov at the fort just
then, but those who had the
born and bred in Wyoming, who is now mv own chance to
do so were watching- Young· Wild West
age, are like me in that respect. They are wil!ing and hi s friend
s in a way that showetl great into go wherever I lead, and I have never vet terest. Captain
Jackson walked over to the
found them lacking- when the · greatest of danger J!.TOUP and
again invited them to take up their
t hreatened me."
Quarters in one of the buildings during their
"Y dur partners are with you, I suppose?" the stay there. But the young· deadshot shook his
colonel said, now looking at the boy wi th un- head and smiled.
disauised admiration .
"I reckon we'll pitch our camp ove! there by
"Yes, and so are the girl s. "
the brook," he said. "We'll be pretty close to
"Girls, eh? You don't mean to say you have a house, and I suppose those occupying- it won't
any ladies with you?"
object to us as being- neighbors for a short time.
"Oh, yes ! Cheyenne Charlie got married two I can't say just how long we'll stay here. It
or three years ag-o. and his wife told him that may be for a week, or only unti: tomorrow
if he insisted on going on the trips with me she morning·. It all depends upon the present locawould go along. She was permitted to do this . tion of the Indian chief who i. wanted so badly."
and at the same time the two g·irls who are her
·"Do a s you like, Young Wild West," the capclose companions al so set out with us. Thev are tain answered, bowing- politely. "So you have
Arietta Murdock and Eloise Gardner. Probabl y made up your mind to try and capture the chief.
you may have heard of them all."
t hen?"
"Yes, I have heard of them. So it worked all
"I certainly have, captain."
right and the y travel with vou still. is that it?"
"Good! If you can't do it no one else can.
"Yes, it seems that it agreed with them from But it will be a hard task, for all that."
the very start, and even though they were in
"You think so, eh?"
peril a big- part of the time. they were not di s"Yes, I do. While I honestly believe that the
. mayed, and they have kept it up ever since."
counterfeiters have a hiding--place somewhere
"I suppose I might find accommodation for the within a few miles of here, I have no idea of just
ladies in my house,'' and the colonel looked where it is. The surrounding country is full of
around at the front of the rather small structure. places that could be used to hide in, vou know."
"Never mind that, colonel. The v are used to
"That's rig-ht, captain. But it seems to me
camping, so while I am hunting for the chief with that there oug-ht to be a way to g-et on the trail
my partners they will be all rig-ht in camp right of Dog Foot."
here at the fort. But if we have to go auite a
"Probably he has ceased working- the bail
• distance I think we will take them with us. Ari- mone y now and is lying· close. I heard that some
.etta is a girl not like the J!.·eneral run of them, bad money was taken in at the store onlv last
antl very often she ha. proved to be of the great- night."
est a ssistance to us ."
"Is that so?" I reckon I'll g-o over there and
"You are a wondel'ful boy, Young- ,vnd We~t." have a talk with the proprietor. Probably he has
declared the colonel, "and it seems to me t 1at some of the money."
your companions are just like you. But I w1,_ 1,
"Oh. vP. I He has: onit... " few ""'in~ r heJieve."
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"Probably. You were not here the last time
we were at the fort. There was another fellow
keepin_go the store."
. "Yes, I know th~t. I bou,g-ht him out putty
m_g-h a year a!!,o. I ve been here ever since, too,
an' I can't say that I'm £"ittin' rfoh ver.v fast."
Then he turned to a drawer behind him and
took from it about a dozen coins. Most of them
Come on."
· Takin£" his. sorrel stallion by the bridle, Youn_g· were quarter$, and as he let one of the latter
Wild West led the way to the place he had se- fall upon the counter it £"ave out a rin_g- that
lected. There was not much water in the brook, seemed to be nearly the real thini:r.
"Putty good counterfeit money," he declared.
but' there was grass and other vegetation grow"Yes, that's right," Wild answered, a s he
in£" close to it, and this would do to fe ed their
horses. However, they could buy what grain weii:rhed one of the quarters in his hand. "But
they wanted at the supply store, which was sta- pretty li2"ht, though. I should think if any one
tione·4. not far from the stockade of the fort. - was awake when one of these was J;('iven him
Once they were upon the spot, Hop Wah and he OU£"ht to tell ' the difference right away."
"But you ain't thinkin' about that, you know,
Wini;(' Wah, the two Celestials, went right at
work. Wild and his partners saw to it that especially when . some· of your regular custheir horses and those of the girls were tied tomers pass the money on yer."
"Oh, some of this was passed by Y-Our· regular
where they could- get the full benefit of the
grazing and drink from the brook whenever they customers, eh?"
"All of it. But they got bold of it 'cause it
felt so disposed. When they had done this they
assisted Hop and Wing to put up the two tents gits _g-oin' around, I s'pose."
"Quite likely. Can you remember which of
close to a steep bank. It dict not take long to
t1o this job, for th~ Chinamen had a system , and your_ customers -has passed the most of this
so many times had they put up and taken clown money to you?"
"Let me see," and the storekeeper thoug ht
the tents that it was easy for them. .
''Come, Et," our hero said, nodding to his for a moment. "Catamount Dick, the hunter;
sweetheart, "I reckon we'll take a walk around give me the most of . it. Last night he was
and talk to some of the people. I want to find here, an' the boy I've got woi·kin' for me ..took
out all I can ab'out this couJJte:i:feiting business. three dollars an' a half alon_g- with about a
dollar an' a half £"Ood money. You see, CataIt's a very interestini;(' subject to me just now."
"! suppose it is, Wild," Arietta answered, mount Dick bou_ght five dollars: worth of stuff
laughin_g-ly. "Anything that has a touch of here, an' h~ paid for it in silver. The boy didn't
mystery about it or shuws a po,sible chance for think, so I don't know as I oughter blame him. ·
too mucn. Catamount Dick will make 2"ood
you to get into danger always interests you."
"Never mind about that. If I was born that when he comes around ag'in, of course."
'
"He's an honest man, then?"
way I ·can't · help it."
"I always found him to be."
· The girl joined him, and the two walked
"Where does Catamount Dick live?"
leisurely toward the small collection of log
"He's £"0t a log shanty out along the trail
houses and shanties that made up the village
at the fort. The store was about the largest about three miles from here. It's right close
building- there, and was jusj; like those to be to the pass tliat runs somethin' like half a mile
found anywhere in .that section of the country, between the cliffs. Maybe yoµ come that way.".
"No, we didn't come that way," and the boy
for about all that was needed by the settlers
eould be bought there. Tradin£" was done, too. shook his he,ad. "Catamount Dick is a hunter,
Hunters and ·trappers came there with their you say?"
"Yes, he's livin' in these here parts for a
pelts and got ~oods in exchange, and sometimes
money. Wild" and Arietta did not meet any number of years, so I've heard tell. He's alone on the way, and they entered the store to wa.ys brought in more pelts than any other man
find no one there but the man who was evidently ill the bu siness, until the past . few months. He
ain't been doin' much in that line in that time,
the proprietor.
"Are you the boss ?" · Wild asked, in his cool though now an' --t;hen he brin_g·s in half a dozen
. and easy way, as the man stepped behind the £"OOd skins, an' I either pay him cash for 'em or
else let him have what he ·wants in trade."
counter, ready to wait upon them.
"It's too bad you have been fooled bv this
"Yes, J>m Jed Thomas, an' I own this store. "
worthless coin, boss. If I were you I would
"Got any bad money on hand?"
"What do you want to know for?" and the keep my eyes open every time any one attempts
to pay you in silver."
storekeeper looked at the bov curiously.
"I'd have to have my eves open all the time,
"Oh, I don't know. I just had a talk with
Colonel Beardsley about the bad monev that's- then. There ain't nothin' much but silver around
In circulation in. these parts. I heard you had here, but, of course, -once in a while a golclpiece shows up. But outside of the o_ffic~rs of
1ome of it."
"Yes, I got fooled two or thr,e e times bv it. the fort there ain't many a s has any of it. A
tradin' store don't take in a bi_g· pile of money,
So you had a talk with the colonel, eh?"
"Yes, and I, mean to help him catch the coun- anyhow. I make most from shippin' the pelts
I git from the hunters an' trappers."
:erfeiters."
Wild bought a couple of dollars' worth of
"Who are you, youn_g- felle1·?"
coffee and sugar, for he knew the supplv was
"Youni;(' Wild West is my name."
gettin'< ~omewh at low. He gave the store"Oh! Seems to me I've heard of you. "
The captain was called away just then, and
as soon as he had g-0ne the,.voung deadshot turneel to the two Chinamen who were jn chari:re of
the pack-J-:orses that c·arriecl the campini:r out fit
and supplies for the _n arty, and said:
'!Now, then, vou two heathens can fix up the
ca-mp. We'll stop rfa·ht 01rer there bv the brook.
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keeper a five-dollar gold-piece to make chane:e pretty sure to g-et out of it all rig-ht. This our
for him, and saw to it that what he got in the friends k;1ew pretty well, so they did not worry
way of change was good money. As he turned about him in the least. They sat down and'
to· go out with Arietta it struck him that he tl!lked while the cook went ahead with the dinhad better buy one of the spurious coins from ner, and presently a couple of cavalrymen came
the man, so he nodded to him and said:
strolling· along. Wild invited them to come over
"I suppose you would e:ive me one of those and sit down, and then he begaa Questioning
bad half-dollars for a good one. wouldn't you?" them about the counterfeit money. But it was
"I sartinly would. I'll give 'em all to vou if 1ittlo or nothing- that he could g-et from them.
you want 'em."
Between the colonel and the captain abQut all
"No, one is enough."
that was known about the matter had been told
"All right, here you are," and the exchange to him. However, he considered the information
he had g-athered at the store was worth far mo1·e
was soon made.
"Well, Et," the young· deadshot said, a s they than anythint?' else he had heard so far. •
"A r:ather lonesome place around here," he
were walking from the store, "it seems to me
that it hadn't ought to be very hard to find out said to one of the men, as he shot a glance at
something about this g-ang- of counterfeiters . the mean-looking· shanties lyint? close to the
Did you listen to all that the man said in the stockade.
store?"
"Yes, it's mig·hty tiresome, that's a fact," the
"Yes , Wild, I took note of everything he said." cavalryman an swered, with a shrug of the
shoulders. . "But what can a fellow do? We
"Did you form any conclusion?"
are in the service, and we've got to take the
"I surely did."
lonesome part vii.th the lively part of it. Some"Well, what is it?"
"I think the hunter who is calfed Catamount times it's lively enough."
"It isn't much of a place for cowboys to ride
Dick should be looked after."
"Right you are, little girl. The storekeeper in and have a big time, thoug;h. There are no
said Catamount Dick had not been doing· much places where liquor is sold."
in the way of hunting for the past few months.
"That's riirht. We don't see cowboys very
Probably he has found an occupation that pays often. But sometimes there are as many as half
him a g·reat deal better."
a dozen hunters and trappers here. They come
"That's. just what I think, Wild."
in with their pelts and get rid of 'em at the
"All right, then. I am goi.ig to find Cata- store, you know. Ther generally fetch alont?
- mount Dick this afternoon."
whisky with them, and some of the boys pay a
They went on around through the little vil- good price to get some of it."
lage, only meetinir two or three men and not
"Jg that so? There's a hunter livint? somebothering to talk much with them, and finally where about here who is called Catamount Dick,
went back to the camp. Wing Wah, the cook, I believe?"
had already kindled a fire and was making prep"Yes , I know him. He's a tall fellow with
arations for _.the noonday meal. Hoo Wah, his little black eyes. They say he's a deadshot, and
brother, was missing, and when vVild noticed that he always t?ets any game he shoots at."
this he looked at the scout and said:
"He lives close by, doesn't he?"
"Where's Hop, Charlie?"
"Yes, he's got a shanty over that way, just as
"The blamed heathen sneaked _away when nebody was lookin'," was the reply. "He went you get to the narrow path the trail goes
right after you did. Goin' to see if he kin 2:it through."
Wild looked in the direction the ·soldier pointed
hold of some whisky, I s'pose."
"Well, he's not ant. to find any around here, out, and could see the cliffs easily. He kept on
that's certain. It's against the rules to have talking in an off-hand way, but had found out
all he cared to. Of course, he did not want to let
liquor for sale at the Government fort."
"It's ag'in. the rules, all ri2:ht, Wild, but it kin the storekeeper know that he was at all interested in Catanwunt Dick. It was t-he same with
S("enerally pe had if you know where to git it."
the cavalryman, for it either knew he was anxi"Yes, I suppose so."
ous to meet the man they might suspect right
"Hoo will find it, too, if any one kin."
"Undoubtedly, Charlie, for Hop certainly is a away that he connected him with the counterfeiters. The fact was, our hero had made up his
clever Chinee."
When the boy said this he certainly spake the mind to catch D0.11: Foot without the assistance of
truth, for Hop Wah was far above the average any one but his companions. Whether he would
of his race in many ways. He was a sleig-ht-of- be able to do this or not remained to be seen.
As noon approached the cavalryman went
hand performer of no mean ability, and thoug-h
he was steadfast and true in looking after the . away, and futally when twelve o'clock came and
interests of his emoloyers; he was bound to play dinner was ready, Charlie again spoke of the
a practical joke every time he got a chance. missing . Hop.
"~' e'll look him up after dinner, Charlie,"
He also had two failings. One was that he was
a little too fond of whisky, which he always Wild said, in his cool and easy way. "Come on,
called tanglefoot, and the other that he had a we may a s well eat, now that everything- is
mania for gambling and could cheat e-Ven an ready for us."
They took their time about it, and when they
expert card sharp without his knowing it. It
was easy to guess that he had either j("one to had finished the very good meal the Chinese
try and find whisky, or t?et into a 2:ame of draw cook had provided for them the younir deadshot
poker. But Hop was lucky, '!Ind if he happened nodded to Charlie and Jim and said:
to get into trouble while thus engaged he was
"Well, boys, we'll l!'.Q and see if we can find
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Hop, a;-id after we do I am l!:Oinl! to take a ride
oYer that wav and look around a little."
"I am l!:oinl!: with you, Wild," Arietta spoke
up.
"All ril!:ht. little _g-irl," was the reply. "You
am! I will take a ride out to the cliffs to have a
look at the pass the trail runs throul!:h."
"I can l!:O right away, then, \\Tile!," the girl
sugl!:ested. "Charlie and Jim will find Hop . all
ril!:ht.''
"Just as you say, Et. I reckon that would be
a l!:Ood idea. But maybe we had better giYe our
dinner a chance to settle.''
The girl laul!:hed at this, but went straight to
where her hor1'e was tied and was quickly at
work putting on the saddle and bridle with her
ow;-i hands. This meant that she was readv to
l!:O, so her dashing young lover was ·not long in
makin,r his own horse ready.
Meanwhile, the scout and Jim Dart had gone
away in search of the missini? Chinaman. A
few minutes later Younl!: Wikl West and his
sweetheart were ridinl!: briskly over the samlv
trail in the direction of the cliffs that loomed
up a couple of miles away.

CHAPTER III.-Hop Visits the Barracks.

It will be in order to find out what became of
Hop Wah, Younl!: Wild West's clever Chinee. as
he was very often called by those who knew him
be,;t. He had watched his chance to slip away
immediately after Wild and Arietta started to
take a walk through the little village. Hop knew
that the men in the employ of Uncle Sam as a
rnle had a fondness for gambling, and that they
liked to drink occa ionally. He happened to be
out of his supply of liquor, and he thou_g-ht he
needed some. He also felt that he needed a little
practice at card-playinl!: to keep him in condition. When he slipped away he kept alon_g- behind some rocks and soon reached the barracks
inside the stockade, for he had little or no trouble in slipping- throug-h the wide-open g-ate while
the sentinel's back was turned.
Behind the long-, low structure that quartered
the cavalrymen of the post the clever Chinee
crept until he came to a parj; where it was
divided. He stepped in under the roof and
listened. As if he had been led there throug-h a
scent, he heard the voices of men and the clinkinl!: of glasses.
"Lat velly stlange," the Chinaman mused, a
grin showing upon his yellow face. "Allee samee
l!:Ottee somethling to dlink. Maybe um colonel
no likee lis if he knowee."
But Hop had no intention of telling the colonel
about it, even should he discover th~t there was
whisky in the barracks. He looked"' around for
a means of _g-etting inside, and in order to do this
he found that he must 11·0 into the open that
faced the old wooden fort.
But, nothing daunted, he walked on ar-0und,
and finding a door within a few feet of him he
,;tepped to it, tried it, and found it was not
fastened. Pushinl!: it softly open, he stepped in:side. It was a small, square apartment he had
entered, but there was a door leading from it to
the right. Hop placed his ear to this and then he

could hear the voices very p]a.iply. Men inside
were talk)nir and he judged right away that they
were hav111g a good time. There was no crack
wide enough for him to peer through in the ·door,
so he moved along to the partition ad.ioining it.
. Then he found a small knot-hole, and applyinl!:'
!us eye to this he took in the interior of the
apartment. It was a good-sized room, with a
table in the center, and li_g·hted bv openings from
the :front and rear which might have been called
windows, thou_g·h there was nothing in the way of
_g·lass to them. Seated at the table were three
men in uniform, all of them wearing the stripes
and other insignia of officers. Hoo recognized
one of them as Captain Jackson, whom he had
taken note of while he was talking to Young Wild
West upon their arrival at the fort. Again a
smile illumined the face of the clever Chinee. A
bottle and three glasses were upon the table, and
the officers, even thoul!:h they were not in their
Quarters, seemed to be enjoying themselves immensely. Knowing full well that they were violating the military rules, the Chinaman was not
at all afraid to force himself upon them. He
quickly made up his mind what to do, and then
stepping to the door, lifted the latch and pushed
it open suddenly.
"Velly nicee clay, so be," he said, blandly, as he
nodded, bowing to the astonished men.
"What are you doinl!: here?" demanded one of
them sharply, as he leaped to his feet and olaced
a hand upon the sword which hung at his side.
"Me wante !illee dlink of tanglefoot, so be. Me
allee samee YounJr Wild West's clevee Chinee."
Captain Jackson hurriedly ,rrabbed a bottle and
hid it from siJrht behind a box that happened to
_
be close at hand.
"See here. heathen," he said , rather sternly, at
the same time motioninl!: for the other officers
to keep quiet, "you have made a mistake. We
have nothing to drink here ,-ave water."
"Lat allee light, Misler Captain," the clever
Chinee remarked, coolly, as he stepped over and
took a seat at the· table. "Me watchee you
thloug-h um knot-hole. Me see evelythling. You
itivee me lillee dlink of tanglefoot. Me no tellee
·
somebody. Me velly goodee Chinee."
The captain remained silent for the space of a
few seconds, and then he looked at his two companions, and, shaking his head, said:
"I guess there's no other wav out of it, boys.
This fellow has been watching us, and he knows
we have whisky. We mav as well give him a
drink."
"Throw him out," suggested one of them,
angrily.
"No, no. That would.,'t do. Didn't vou hear
his ~av . that he wa Young Wild West's Chinaman?"
"Youn~ Wild West's clevee Chinee," Hop corrected. "Me namee Hop Wah; comee from China.
Gottee velly smartee uncle- in China, and me allee
samee likee my uncle. Me ,;howee vou nicee
tlick plettv soonee."
The qther two men quicklv gave i;-i and smiled
in spite of themselves. Then the captain reached
for the bottle, and placin_g- it upon thetable before the Chinaman, said:
"Help yourself, Jwathen. But I hope you won't
sav anything about this, not eYen to Young \Vild
West."
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"Me no tellee somebody," decla1-ed Hop.
"Very well. I hope you· do.:1't, for it would
make it bad for us if you do. We are violatini.r
the rules, as you know. But what is a man g·oing- to do? Here we are stationed here in idleness, and we have to have a little amusement."
"Lat lig-ht," Hop admitted, and then he took
one of the g-lasses and poured .·ome liquor in it,
which he held up before he dTank it, and said:
"Velly g-oodee luckee."
The three nodded, and he drai.:1ed the !"las~.
whereupon the captain took the bottle and a 1-r ain
hid it from view.
"It's time for you to g-o now," one of the
others said, motioning- to the door.
"Lat allee lig-ht," Hop an swe1·ed. with a !,bake
of the head. "Me wantee showee · you nicee lillee
tlick, so be. You gottee um packee caz:d:;; ?" .
"No, we haven't," declared the captam. quickly. "You had better g-o now."
"Lat allee Jig-ht. Me g-ottee cards , so be. Me
velly smartee Chinee."
Then he was not long- in laying- a l,rand-new
poker deck on the table.
"Shuffle um cards," he said, nodding- to the
captain. .
.
,,
"I suppose we may as well humor lum, boys,
the captain said, as he picked up the -cards and
proceeded to do as directed. "He won't stay
very long."
When he had shuffled the pack ~iloroug-hlv he
put it on the table and looked questioning-Iv at
the heathen.
"Now, len," said Hop, touching- the top card
with; his forefing-er, "you takee um card. fl~1~
um pack. Me tellee you whattee um card 1t is.
"That's an old trick, captain," one of the others
svoke up, in dis_g-ust. "We don't want anythirnr
like tJ1at."
.
"We'll humor him," was the retort, so Captam
Jackson drew a card from somewhere about the
center of the pack and looked at it.
It was the nine of diamonds, and he showed
it to his companions.
.
, .
"I suppose you want me to put 1t · back. don t
you?" Jackson said, smilin_g- at th?, Chinaman.
"No, you keepee," was the reply. You wantee
me tellee you whatee um card is ?.
"Yes ~hat is it?" ·
"Me 'bettee you fivee dollee me tellee you."
"You mig-ht, if you look over the pack and
find which one is missing-."
"Me no touchee um pack."
"And you'll bet me five dollars you c~n tell m_e
what this card is, eh?" and the captam held it
up back to the Chinaman.
;,Lat lig-ht. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"Well, my heathen friend, I'll bet vou fi~e dollars that you can't. Put up your money, 1f you
have g-ot any to put up."
"Me g-ottee plenty money."
Hop soon showed them what he had. He drew
a bi.I?' roll of bills from one pocket and a wellfilled buck skin bag- from another. The later contained gold a;id silver coins to probably the
a mount of three or four hundred dollars. while
the 2·011 mu :;;t have contained somewhere in the
nei/!:hborhood of a thousand dollars. The three ·
officers opened wide their eyes, for they had
not expected a common Chinaman , such as Hon
appeared to be, would Possess such a big- ~um of
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money. The heathen selected a five-dol1ar irol<lpiece from the buckskin bag- and placed it on
the table.
"I have made the wag-er, bovs," the captain
said, "so I'll stick to my word."
Then he counted out five dollars and placed it
besides the g-old-piece, all the while keeping- the
card concealed in his hand .
"There you are," he said, looking sharply at
Hon. "Now, then, tell me what the card i s I am
holding- in my hand."
"Um nine of diamonds."
The captain's face iell. He shrug-ged his
shoulders and looked at his two companions in
mute surprise.
· "He win~. captain," one of them said. after a
pause.
"Yes, he certai.nly does ," and throwing the card
upon the table in disgust, Jackson folded his
arms and looked the Chinaman over from head
to foot.
"You said you were a clever Chinee," he added.
"Well, I am inclined to think that you told- the
truth. You also remarked that you were g-oingto show us a nice little trick. You certainlv have
done so."
"Me velly smartee Chinee," Hop declared, as
he raked in the money.
Then he picked up the card and placed it back
in the nack. There was nothing- that was at all
simple about the trick, the three men thoug-ht,
tbou_g-h at first they had expected it was. The
cards had been shuffled by the captain himself.
and then without even touching- his fingers to
them the Chinaman had told him to draw one of
the card s. He had done so and looked at it, and
had been told that the card would be named. This
too, was done, and he had lost five dollars bv it.
· "Me likee havee another lillee dlink, RO be,"
Hop said, smiling- complacently, as he settled
back in his chair and held the pack of cards in
his hands. "Me no tellee somebody. Me sav lat
before, and me never tellee lie. Me allee samee
Georg-e Washee."
The three officers smiled at him. It was auite
evident that the cleverness and wit shown bv
the Chinaman was winning them over.
"Boys," the captain said, nodding- to the others.
"this fellow is no common heathen, that's sure.
Why, he iust did something- that is so nuzzling- to
me that I can't think of how he could possibly
have done it. Think of it·! I took the card from
the pack :nyself, and he never once had hi,;"
hands upon it. He wa_g-ered that he could tell
what the card was, and he won. Neither of vou
ever saw a;iything- like that clone before. I'm
sure."
"I never did." one of them answered . with a
shrug of the shoulders.
"Neither did I ," the other declared. "But mavbe it was only luck, captain."
"Perhaps so," and Jackson's face brig-htened up
at once.
He went and got the bottle, however, and not
only gave Hop another drink, but took one himself and permitted the others to do the same.
"Let me have the cards," he said, as he gat
dovrn opposite the Chinaman.
Instead of complving- with the 1·equest, H op
beg-an shuffling- the pack. Then he suddenly laid
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it upon the table and, lookin11: at the captain, ·
.
nodded l1is head and said:
"Maybe you thlinkee me havee velly muchee
luckee, so be, when me tellee you whattee um
card was."
"It looks that way," was the retort.
"Allee light. You shuffle um cards and len me
bettee you fivee dollee me takee um same card
flom um pack."
· "You will, eh? We'll see about that: Are
,,
you sure it's there?"
"Yes, me velly muchee sure. Me showee you.
Then Hop quickly drew a card from near the
ce:ater of the pack and turned it over.
"Lat um card," he said, and, sure enoul!.'h, it
. ,,
.
.
•
was.
"It's the njne o'.f diamonds, all nght, captam,
one of the officers said. "I think he knows exactly where · the card is. It must be a marked
ca rel."
"If it's marked it must be somewhere on the
.
edge, then," the other observed.
"That couldn't be. We'll see about it. I'll
.
take the bet, anyhow."
Then the captain slipped the card back mto th e
pack and gave it a good shuffle.
Having done this he laid the card s back u~on
the table, and nodded for the Chinaman to ))!Ck
.
the card.
"Understand," he said, "if you fail to ))!Ck out
the nine of diamonds the" first time you try you
lose."
We bettee puttee uppee um
"Lat lie·ht.
l
money."
"Yes, if you like. I suppose that will be tle
better way."
"Allee light," and Hop deposited Jive dollars
.
upon the table.
When it had been covered by the captam he
'
reached over and picked the top card.
Before turning it ove1' he turned to the other
two men and said:
"Now, Jen, whattee you bettee lis card no nine
of diamonds?"
,
"I won't bet," one of them said.
"I will," the .Q.!;_her exclaimed. "I'll g-o five
dollarn on it."
"Allee light," and Hop calmly produced another five dollars.
When it had been matched by the officer he
turned the card over and then, with out looking
at it pulled in the money that lay upon th e
table.' But the card was the nine of diamo nd s,
.
.
just the same.
_"Very clever!" exclaimed Captam Jackson, with
a shake of the head.
"Me showee you some more lillee tlick. so be,"
Hop observed, blandly, and picking up the cards
he quietly slipped them under his blouse.
But, as if he had .iust thought of it, he reached
back with his hand and brought out what seemed
to be the same pack of cards. But it was not.
What he had ;iow in his hand was a regular pack
of cards. The other was not. It was a pack
that Hop had made up himself, and every ca rd
in it was a nine of diamonds. This was an old
trick of his, however, so any further explanation
would be unnecessary to the reader.
"Maybe you wantee p}a:v dlaw· pokee?" the
clever . Chinee suggested, as he smiled at the
three men.

"Not with you," Captain Jackson exclaimed,
•
quickly. ·
"Whattee mattee ?" and Hop looked at him in
.
an in.iured sort of way.
"vVhy, any one who can pick out. or cause to
be picked out any card he wants to would be a
dangerous man to play poker with, I should .
think."
"Lat allee light. Me no cheatee."
"I wouldn't trust you, heathen. I admire Young\Vild West and I have the greatest respect for
any one belon,ring to his party. You say you are
his clever Chinee. But that don't say that I am
going to play draw poker with you. You have
taken ten dollars from me, and you are perfectly
welcome to it. But you won't get another cent.
I'll tell you what I am J!:Oing to do, heathen. I'll
let you have one more drink from this bottle
and then I want you to get out of here."
"Allee light," Hop said, as though he was perfectly satisfied with the arrangement, and pµtting the pack of cards back in his pocket he arose
from the table and waited .
The bottle and a glass were passed to him, and,
taking the drink, he bade the three men g·oodmo111inl!.' and went on out of the barracks. No
doubt he left them in a somewhat uneasy state,
but certainly Hop had no intention of letting any
one know what had happ,ened. :S:e was not done
with the bar-racks yet, however, for he knew
quite well that there were ouite a few cavalrymen around somewhere who had nothing- to do
but to lie around and take things easy. He
moved a!onl!.' a few feet and .then, hearing voices,
came to a stop and listened. He knew right
away that something· was going- on inside though
the voices were somewhat subdued and appeared
to be excited somewhat. Looking sharply alongthe boards, he found a crack that was large
enough for him to peer throup:h, and his ev.es
were promptly g·lued to it. What he saw was
very pleasing- to him. Four privates were sittingon the ground inside the shed piaying cards upon
a blank"et which Jay between them. Hop looked
around for a way to g·et to them. He soon found
it, and pulling- a board aside, he slipped throul!.'h
and gave the A'amblers a surp1·ise.
They all lea-ped to their feet and one of them
threw a blanket over the cards to hide the money
that was lying- there.
"No be aflaid, gentll)men," the Chinama)J. said,
calmly. "Me allee samee Youn!?' Wild West's
cleve1· Chinee. Me no tellee somebody. Me
wantee play dlaw pokee. Me gottee plenty
.,
money."
He showed a handful of coins and a few bills
and instantly the four cavalrymen became a little
more at their ease. It happened that one of them
had seen our friends before, and he had heard
quite a little of them, including- the clever Chinee.
"Say, Hop," he said, for . he knew the Chinaman's name too, "you don't want to say anythiJ?.ir
about this. While we have got a right to gamble
if we want to, it wouldn't do 'if Captain Jackson
heard anything- about it. He's opposed to it,
you know."
"Me lmowee lat," was the, ic;miling retort. "But
you no be aflaid. Me no tellee. ~e wante play
.
dlaw pokee."
· "He's all right, boys," the cavalryman said to
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the others. "He's i;t"ot a little money the;re, so 'upon his hands a..-id knees. The girl followed his
example instantly, and in this fashion they crept
we might as well play with him."
After some little talk the others ag:reel, so up until thev were right at the edge of the roof.
the blanket was spread out ai;t"am and they all The :roof was of boards, which had split from exsat down. It happened that the men at the fort posure to the sun, and when they heard the
had been ~id off only the day before, so thev all sounds of low voices within . the two at once lllokhad nearly the amount they had received. They ed for a place to peer throug-h. There were so
played for small stakes, but that did not prevent many of them that they had a choice in the matthe Chinaman from winning- every dollar they ter. But, anyhow, it was not more than a few
had, while from one of them he won his uniform. seconds before both were looking- down into the
It took some little time to do this, however, shanty. Sitting- upon a three-leg-g-ed stool was a
and it was nearly an hour past noon when the white man attired in the fashion of a hunter.
game broke up and the Chijaman was escorted 'w hile standing near the door appare~tly ready- to
But the redout of the barracks by his victims. While they leave was a dirty-looking- redskin.
all felt sore, none of them dared to stir uq a skin was not a cb,ief. He was simply one of tl1e
row, and Hop went back to the camp, smilrni?: good-for-nothing- sort that were to- be found
hang-inR.· about the mining- camps and settlements
·
complacently.
at the tiipe of which we write.
' "You're afraid to do it, eh?" the white man
waR sayinsr.
CHAPTER IV.-Wild and Arietta Are In
The Indian shrug-ged his shoulders, and, after
Great Luck.
a pause, retorted:
"Palefaces at th·e fo.rt ketch me once. Me tell
Young- Wild West and Arietta rode along- at
much lie and they let me J!O. If they ketch
, a smart clip, rapidly coverinsr the distance be- heap
ag-ain maybe they no let me g-o."
t ween the fort and the cliffs the y were heading- me" Can't
yer lie ag'in? You know we've 11:ot
fo r. They reached the pass that was so close to PileR of the
stuff on hand, an' we've g-ot to iset rid
the fort in a short time, and then bring-ing- their of it."
horses to a slower pace they kept on, a.II the
"Dog- Foot say to iro some. other place. Dog:
wh ile looking- for the log- sha.1tv that was oc· Foot
heap much wise."
cupied by Catamount Dick, the hunter.
' 'Never mind about Doir Foot. He thinks he's
Ju st about three miles from the.ir starting wise,
all. l've helped him out ift this
point they came in sight of it. It was built on thing, that's
reckon I've g-ot somethin' to sav
I
an'
by
surrounded
was
and
slove,
steep
a
of
the side
·
·
about it."
s
a
looked
that
trees
of
rocks, while a couple
West
Wild
Younsr
that
say
to
needless
is
It
sufficient
draw
to
time
hard
a
had
though thev
his sweetheart were not onlv surprised but
nourishment from the soil to keep them alive a.ncl
much pleased at what they heard. They had
.stood at one side.
discoverY: in fact. they had
The moment they came in sig-ht of it Wild made an important
what the whole force at the fort had
brought his horse to a halt. Arietta followed his leaxned
failed to g-et an inkling- of in months. Thev had
example ouickly and then both -dismounted.
two of the g-ang- belong-ing- to the
"Now then, little 11:irl," the young- deadshot cau11:ht at least and
had them dead to rig-hts.
said, "I reckon it will be j ust a s well if we go counterfeiters,
But it was not our hero's intention to make a
ahead on foot and not make any noise. By
the looks of thin11:s no one is in the shanty. But capture just then. The Indian chief was the man
you can never tell by -appe.arances . One thing- wanted the most, and in order to find him the
about it, we didn't come close enough to be heard two rascals in the shanty must be permitted to
if there is any one there. That means that we remain free.
"See here, redskin," said the . hunter, for it
ought to be able to g:et up t here withoat it beingknown. We'll leave the horses here and g-o was no doubt Catamount Dick who was speaking-,
around a little to the left on a tour of inspec- you take fifty dollars' worth of this stuff an' 11:0
down to the settlement. You don't have to spend
tion."
"All rig-ht, Wild," the g-irl :;tnswerecl. "You your mone y at the store. It y.ras pay-day yistel'clay at the fort, an' the soldiers will be wantin'
know what to do better than I d.o."
"That's rig-ht, Et. But probably you would do fire-water. You kin g-it five dollars a pint for it.
th e same thing- if you were alone and wanted to Jest' you g-o an' g-it your nag- an' take down about
find out if there was any one in that shanty or fifty pints. Some of 'em will have "big money,
an' you kin use this stuff to make chang-e. They
not." ·
won't think of it bein' counterfeit, especially
"I think I would, Wild."
"Well, then, I am not the onlv one who knows when they're buyin' whisky. If they do find out
· it is after you have g·one they won't dal:'e to say
what to do."
To prevent them from straying- they tied the anything- about it. Now, do as I say."
"All rig-ht, Dick," the Indian answered, slowly.
horses after first taking· them into a rather wide
niche to the left. Then the two started around, "Maybe Dog- Foot tell you it i$ all rig-ht." .
"He didn't tell me what to do, but he would
keepin11: the rocks between them and . the shanty,
and in this wav they finally g-ot to the hi,i:h say it was all rig-ht. You go ahead an' fix it so
ground above it. Arietta did not need to be told you git there about dark tonight. That'11 a irood
to step softly. She had been too long with Young- time. They'll be lookin' for some one to come
around with whisky, anyhow; I s'pose they wM
Wild West and his partners for that.
When within fifty feet of the shanty, the tou on the watch last night."
The Indian seemed to be satisfied that it was
of which barely showed above the rocky hill upon
lJ ,.;n.\,t 0 " ha mpnt " " Ant n.f thQ Shanty, ,vhen
whicl, t.hev had. tlll'-'~"' thei..- u-11v. 1\lilrl rh·otmPrl
Q
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he had f!One Wild arose to his feet ' and, noddinJ?
to his sweetheart, said in a low tone of voice:
"Well, Et, I reckon we may as well f!O on back
to our horses. We'll 11.'et them and then ride on
up and make out we have struck the shantv accide11tally. I'd like to have a talk with Catamount Dick. I'm sure he is the fellow inside."
"He certainly must be, Wild. The redskin
called him Dick," was the revly.
"Yes, but I would be satisfied of it if I had not
heard him called Dick."
"So would I.''
They went. on carefully in the direction they
had taken, and when they were about half-way
to the S'>Ot where they had left the hori;;es they
came very near cominl!.' in contact with the Indian, who was ascendin11: a path on foot. But
luckily for them they mana11:ed to keep out of
his sight. and after waiting a reasonable lenl/:'th
of time they proceeded on down to the mouth of
the narrow pass. Finding their horses, they
mounted, and then rode leisurely to the rocky
ascent, passing within a few vards of the front
of the shanty. The hunter came out almost immediately, and after looking at them in a curious
sort of way, called out:
"Hello, strangers! Which. way are ,,ou headin' ?"
"How far js the fort from here?" Wild asked,
as he r-ode up a little closer, followed by his
sweetheart.
"Jest about three ·11,ilei', 1 reckon. All you
have got to do is to keen rig-ht on the trail that
wav." and he pointed out the rig-ht <lirection.
"Oh, thank you! Do ,·ou live here?"
"Yes, here is mv home. I've been lh-in' here
for a mighty long time now.''
·
"A rather out-of-the-wav place, I should think,"
spoke up Arietta, as she viewed the lonesome
surroundings.
"Oh, it's good enough for me, mis;;. I'm a
hunter, you know. I make nw livin' bv shootin'
an' trappin'. I manage to irit quite a few skins
in a vear's time, an' that'f- about the onlv way
I've got of makin' a livin'.''
"Where do you take the skins to sell them?"
our hero asked.
'
"Over to the fort an' sometimes to a place
about fifty miles below here. I ain't been <loin'
much business at the fort lately, 'cause the storekeeper over there don't oav the Price. Another
t:l1ing, he wants to trade out too much of it. I
don't want any mol'e grub than I kin eat. It's
cash money I want, 'cause I'm irittin' a little old
now, an' the time will come when I won't· be
able to hunt an' trap anv more. Then l want
to have a little to help me out in my old aire.''
BP.yond the fact that the man had a verv shifty
pair of eyes, and that they were small an& deepset, there was nothing about him that would
fodicate that he was a;iythinir more than crafty
and irraspin,:r. However, the keen perception of
Youn11: Wild West satisfied the boy that he was
talkin,:r to a very clever fellow, and that he would
surely be a danf!erous customer if out to the
test. However, he was not inclined to uut him
to the test just then. He had simply wanted to
talk with him and have a close look at him.
That l1ad been accoJ111Jlished, so he was rea<IY
to go.
"Well," he said, turni n,:r to his sweetheart.

"suppo. e we R'O on. Quite likelv the rest have
£ot there before this. We tarried ·a little too lonst,
I thi~. and that is why they went on and left
us. Probably they thouJ?ht we went on ahead,
thOUJ!'h."
.
"I am sure they did," Arietta answered.
"There was others with yer, eh?" the hunter
asked, looking at the two sharply.
"Yes, a couple of fellows and two ladies.''
"You ain't iroin' to stop around the fort, are
you?"
.
"Not very l<inir, I hope. It isn't much of a
place, is it?"
"Nothin2: much, I should say," and the hunter
shrug,e·ed his shoulders. "But what are you <loin'
around here, anyhow?" and he suddenly became
very curious by his manner.
"Nothinf! in particular. Just ridinJ? around
looking up excite.ment and adventure. that's all.''
"Excitement and adventure, eh? What did vou
expect to find in that way around the fort?"
"Oh, we don't know. We simply found that
we were prettv clo_se to it and we decided to stop
there until tdmorrow."
·
"Well, vou won't find much excitem'e nt around
there.''
"Then we won't stay there very lonir.''
"That's a fine borse you have irot, vounir felle1·," and the man looked at the sorrel sta\lion admiringh'.
"Yes, he cel'tainly j5.''
"An' it's a putty fine one the iral's J?Ot, too.
Do]'l't s'pose you would like to sell either one of
'em. would yer?" '
"No, they are no~ for s·ale.''
"Seems to me I've heard somethin' about a
youn.!!" feller what rides a sorrel like that one is."
the hunter said, suddenly, and then he cast a
searching look at the boy.
"Perhaps you have heard of a f!irl who rides a
horse like this one," WiJ.d answered, as he reached over and touched Arietta's horse on the mane.
"Maybe l have. I'll bet I know who you are.
Thunder! it's a wonder I didn't think of it afore."
"Well. who am I?" and the young deadshot
looked at him smilindy.
"Ain't you Younir Wild West?"
"You have guessed it right, stranger. Who
are you?"
"My name is Catamount Dick; leastwise, that's
the name I iro ·bv. So vou have jest come around
here lookin' up ~xcitement an' adventure, Younf!'
.
Wild We,;t?"
"You have 2:ot that exactly ri11:ht, Catamount
Dick."
"Well, I don't think you'll find it, so you mav
a~ well go right on to some other parts."
·
"I certainly will if somethin,:r doesn't turn up
between now and tomorrow motninf!'. We can't
afford to remain idle, you know. It's altogether
too tiresome.''
"I don't know what could possibly turn uu
between now an' tomorrow mornin', and Catamount Dick shook his head as though he was trylnir to · t:iink of something that might.
· ·
"You can never tell," Wild declared, as he
turned his horse to ride down the hill. "There
may be a very livelv time between now and tomorrow morniJ11r. There must certainly be bad
r,,,l~kin<: h,invinP' ;ironnd here. and thev very
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"That's so. But why is it that you seem so
often make trouble, so the soldiers at the fort are
confident?"
kept busy for a while."
"Because it looks easy to .me."
"There ain't nothin' like that around here,
"Maybe certain thing-s are ea-sier to you than
Young Wild West. Old Fort Defiance is simply
rottin' away b y degrees. Injuns ain't what they any one else, YounJ? Wild West."
"If they are they shouldn't be. I understand
used to · be. an' the soldiers over there ain't 11:ot
nothin' to do but to lay aro·md an' eat, drink an' • that men both white and red have been arrested
for pas<\in.&:._fillurious money. It would seem to
sleep."
"It certainly is no place for us. then," and so me that something- in the wav of information
sayinir the young- deadshot rode on down the hill, could be gained by ·such. a proceeding."
"But there hasn't been, though. The colonel
followed by his sweetheart.
He waved his hand to the hunter, who an- has always run thinirs, and I think if there is
swered it in a very friendly way, and then. with- anything- to be learned he would be the !I.Ile to
out looking behind them airain, Wild and Arietta find it oui. He's a pretty sharp sort of man.
rode on until the cabin was out of sig-ht. But you know.
"I know he is. At least I think he is. But
they had succeeded beyond their expectations.
and, jubilant over the fact, they hastened to get never mind, captain. I hope to capture Dog- Foot
back to the camp to report to Charlie, Jim and before sunset tomorrow nig·ht. We'll see how
near I come to doing- it."
the girls.
"Little girl," our hero said, a s they were nearing- the camp at the fort, "I reckon that by tomorrow this time I'll have that chief the reward
is offered for. I am pretty certain from the cpnCHAPTER V.-The Den of Counterfeiters.
versation we heard in the shant y that he can't
be very far away."
Catamount Dick watched Youni Wild West
"I feel sure that he isn't. Wild. Oh, yes , you'll and Arietta until they had disappeared from his
catch h im, all right. But it seems impossible view behind some rocks. Then his eyes flashed
almo st t hat there can be such a thing- as a :ranJ1: and he gave a nod, muttering· as he did so:
of counterfeiters located in this wild part of the
"Well, I reckon somethin' has g-ot to be done.
· You can't fool me, Young- Wild West. I've heard
country."
enoug·h about yer to know that you're here for no
"We know that such i s the case, however."
"Yes, we know it all right. St ill it don't seem good to me an' some others. ·The best thing- to
do is to git after you afore you g-it after us. I'm
reasonable."
"But it is. little girl, rn there's no use in talk- mighty sorry I sent that In.inn away now. He'll
in_g- that way. I have a counterfeit half-dollar g-it caug·ht jest as sure as anything-. It's too
in m y pocket now, and we saw more of it while bad, but I reckon we kin find a way to fix thing-s."
Into the Jog- shantv he went, and after filling- a
looking throug·h the cracks in the roof of that
shanty. The redskin ha~ a quantity of it. and whisky-flask from a demi.iohn he had standing- in
when he comes around tonig-ht I mean to g·et hold a corner, he picked up his rifle and went outside.
He closed the door, but made no attempt to
of a few of the coins ."
"Do you 'mean t o catch him and hold him a fasten it. Around to the rear he made his way,
and was soon climbing- up the steep hill behind
prisoner, Wild? "
"Certainly not. That would be spoiling· it. We the shanty. Once at the top he paused and lookwant to find out where Dog- Foot and his gang- ed toward the fort. He could see the boy and
are located. Then we'll get the whole bunch of itirl who had been talking- to him a short time
before riding- on, and again the ug-ly g-leam shone
them."
•
As the y rode back to the camp, Captain Jack- in his eyes.
"Spyin'. that's what you're doin', Young- Wild
son stood waiting to greet them.
"Took a ride, eh?" he s·aid, after he had saluted West. I know it jest as much as if I had been
told all abo]lt it. All right. Wait till I see Do.I!.
in military fa shion.
"Yes, we thought we would take a ride around Foot. We'll wait an' see."
Then he went out and soon struck a path which
and see how the country looked."
wound its way in zig·zag· fashion along the side of
"You didn't like it very much, I suppose?."
''No, not a _great deal. But you can't expect the mountain. The old hunter walked rapidly
and it did not take him long to cover the dis~
much in this section of the country."
"When are you 1toing- to look for Dog- Foot?" tance of a mile. When that was done he found
"I think we'll g-et him about tomorrow some himself going· down hill again toward a deep
ravine, through which a stream of water flowed.
t i me."
Showing; that he knew the way very well. he
"I s that so?" and the laptain looked at him hardly stopped for a moment, .but kept on down
in surprise.
the rocky path until he reached the bottom of
"I am confident of it," Wild declared. "I can't the descent. There was not much in the wav of
under stand why you people have been unable to veg-etation growing- at the sides of the ravine,
locate\ the g-ang- of counterfeiters. Why, it seems but at the bottom where the grotu1d was moist
to me that they ought to be cleaned .out in a there was plenty of it. Catamount Dick avoided
hurry."
this as much as Possible, and when there was no
"You talk a s t houg-h you have discovered some- ot;her way of passing· without disturbing the
thln _g·."
shrubs and J?rass he stepped into the brook and
"Do I? Well, I don't know. How could I dis- went along- until he found a g-ood opening-. He
coYer anything in the short time that we have must have proceeded in this way for a distance
beP.n here? "
of nearlv ,. nn~rter of a mile. Then he went
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across the brook and was soon standin.1t upon a straight, too.': nodded Doi" Foot. "She make fine.
larJ!,"e slab of rock that extended straiJ!:ht to the squaw for me."
"She would make a fine squaw for any one,
face of the rocky cliff.
He paused lonl!' enouJ!."h to look up and down as far as that _g-oes," declared the hunter. "But
the ravine, and then ·after ,,.lancinJ!: upward, he I don't know as any of us ii>' lookiD' for squaws
l!'ave a satisfied shake of the head and stepped .iest now. We're hurryin' up to git all the -stuff
into the niche. It appeared to be a niche. we °"'orked up we've· .l!:Ot here so we kin g-it it away
n1i11:ht say, .but was really the entrance to a pass- to some place where we kin _g-it rid of it. If it
a11:e that ran underground. The hunter turned wasn't that you're so confou.ided savin', I wouldsharply to the left, and then Quickly found him- n't have sent that redskin you call Slow Heel over
self in darkness. Eut he knew just what to do, to the fort to 'a-it rid of some bad money."
"You send Slow Heel to the fort?" asked the
and feeling alonj!' upon a rocky shelf that was at
his left he found a lantern, which he was not chief, lookinl!' keenly at the white man.
"Yes. You have been so mean ' in dividin' up
long in lfo:htinl!'. Then, as coollv as if he was
simply goin_g- on a common errand,- he went on the good money we've been takin' in that I
throu,rh the passage and soon came to a series of recko.ied I needed a little cash, so I sent him out
rocky cliffs for a great distance. But it was not to git some."
far the man proceeded now before he came to a
"You send Slow Heel to the fort. Then Youngchamber that was well lighted bv a wide opening- Wild West come."
high above in the natural roof of rock. There
"That's it, chief."
w.as no one there, but this did not seem to bother
"If Youn~· Wild West come to look fo.i::. the
·
him in the least.
· bad moneymakers he will ketch Slow Heel."
"That's .iest as sure as anything-."
He extine:uished the lantern, and placing- it on
"But Slow Heel no tell wh,ere he .l!:et th~
the 11:i·ound went on thr·ough · an openin11: and then
~qunds came to )1is. ears that were evidently money," declared the chief, as thou.l!:h he was
fl'!miliar. Pounding' was goine: on, and occasion- positive of it.
- ally a voice could be heard. Catamount Dick l!'ave
"You can't tell- nothin' about that. He's been
.a nod of approval, and --passed on through the call..l!:ht once afore, an' he mana.l!:ed to lie out of
second chamber, only _to enter one that was fitted it. But this time he's got different ones to deal
up as a sort of workshop. There was a lonJ!;'
ith. Youn.I!: Wild West is here with his partwooden bench runnin_g- across ,one end of the ners an' that ,1!:al what I seen with him. I've
chamber, which was nearly square, and -.ipon this heard so much about 'em al] . that I'm inclined
several pieces of machinery made of iron and to think that we're goin' to have a lively time
steel could be seen. Two men, their sleeves rolled of it for a while. If we don't dt Y ounl!' Wild
above the elbows, were . workin_g- at the bench, West he'll mil!'hty sure .l!:it us. What you have
while sittinl!' -l azily upon a chair watchinl!' them .l!:ot to do, DoJ!: Foot, is to _g-it a g-an.l!: of redwas a full-bloodecl Indian, a long-stemmed pipe skins tog-ether an' wait for him when he comes
·
sneakin' around this way. He's .l!:Ot to be put
lii his mouth.
Catamount Dick' walked so softly that none of out of the way, an' that's all there is to it.
them saw him until he attemped to cross the They're .a lot of lunkheads over at th& fort, from
level floor of rock. The Indian was the first to the colonel down, an' we kin stay here till we g-it
all our stuff worked up, an' ma,1be .l!:it rid of a
hear him, and he turned with a start.
more afore we strike out for some other plac.e.
"Ugh!" he exclaimed. "Catamount Dick walks lot
But .iest let Young- Wild West have his way about
very easy. What the matter, Dick?"
it an' you'll see- how soon we're. all nabbed. I
"I reckon there's somethin' the matter, chief," did think that runnin' a counterfeitin' J!;'ame in
was the reply, and the look on the man's face this wild an' lonesome spot was all ri.l!:ht, an''
showed the red~kin how well he meant it.
that nobody would ever ketch us. But all things
The two men at the bench ceased their work, come to an e.id, so I've heard say, an' I s'pose
a.id after nodding- to the newcomer, Vl1aited to this ain't 11:oin' to be nothin' different from other
hear what he might say.
things."
"Dog Foot," called Catamount Dick, as he pro"Me fix Youn.I!: "\Vild West," declared the old
1
ceeded to fill his pipe, 'you have heard tell of chief, his dark eves flashinJ!:' murderously.
Younl!' Wild West, haven't yer?"
."Well, you want to git right at it, then. You
"Ugh! Young- Wild West paleface boy who know where you kin find as many as twenty
shoots heap mu·ch strai_g-ht."
Apaches who will stick to you aJl' do jest as vou
"Yes, that's the one I mean. He's after us, say."
"You think y OUTIJ!: Wild West will come toDog- Foot. I reckon some Government man has .
day?"
g-ot him to come here to run us down."
"I don't know. He may come today, or he may
The chief looked at him in silence, his face
never once changinJ!: its expression for fullv half wait until tonight. Then, ag'in, he may wait until
a minute. Then he shrug-,1!:ed his shoulders and, tomorrow. But he'll come, an' that's sartin."
"But he no find."
risin.l!: to his feet, said:
"Don't you believe anythin_g- like that. He's
"The paleface boy want the thousand dollars..
only a kid, but he's been fol!erin' trails ever
·
He try to find Dog Foot."
"You kin bet your life that you're ri.l!:ht in ~nee he's been bi.I!: enough to know the difference
savin' that, chief. I jest seen Yqung Wild West between the priJ),t of a moccasin an' a miner's
a little while ago. He come alon.l!: by my s11anty, boot. · Young- Wild West can't be fooled, chief."
".U g.h ! If the palefaces ketch Do.I!: Foot they
an' he had a .l!:al with him. A mi.l!:hty g-ood- will hang- him. Dog- Foot and his braves must
lookin' gal, too."
"The paleface squaw who can shoot very kill the palefaces when they try to ketch _him."
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That was about all Catamount Dick wanted to
hear, so he turned his attention to the two merr
on the bench and began Questioning them as to
the length of time it would require to finish up
melting the stock of metal they had on hand.
One of them was not long in estimating that
it would reouire at least thirty days, and that at
the expiration of that time they would have
something like a hundred thousand dollars worth
of spurious coins to be disposed of.
That will be a lot of stuff to git away," Dick
said, with a shrug of the shoulders. "But we kin
git plenty of horses, so when we make up our
minds to move on down to the south we'll go all
right. My idea is to go right (jll;,er into Mexico.
\Ve kin fool the greasers with the money a whole
lot easier than we kin the whites."
· "Fool plenty of palefaces," spoke up the chief.
a grin showing· on his ugly countenance.
"Yes, I know we have. I've do:i.e considerable
of it myself, an' that's how I know. Jed Thomas,
the storekeeper, is · easy to fool, for one."
The two men returned to their work at the
bench, and Catamount Dick sat down and puffed
at his pipe placidly. He looked about the rocky
a-partment, and after a rather lengthy silence,
nodded to the chief and said:
"When you come to think of it. it's a g-reat
thing that we've done."
"Mc do it all," declared the chief, proudly.
"He," pointing to one of the men at work, "tell
me how he make bad money. Dog Foot save
his life, and Joe Divver thank him heap much.
Then he tell how he make bad money and have
to come many miles so he no be sent to priso_n."
"Yes, I know that part of it. You was shrewd
enough to fi11;ure out how you could start a
counterfeitin' place here an' make heaps of
money. You done well, too, chief. an' there ain't
no mistakin' it. YOU knowed where this bigcavern was, an' it was you what caused it to be
fitted up in proper shape. It's a. mig-hty good
hidin'-place, an' since we've been in this busi:i.ess
heaps of dollars, half-dollars an' quarters have
been turned out. You're the brains of the whole
shootin'-match, of course, but Joe Divver is responsible for the work."
"I was responsible for havin' the dies to make
the coins with, anyhow," the man spoken of retorted,, as he grin.:ied at the hunter. "With them
almost anybody could turn out money that looked like the real thing. All they have to do is to
find some kind of metal that cou1d be melted
easy an' would harden up half decent. The chief
figured that part of it out. Lead an' zinc an' a·
little g-round glass all melted together an' strained, an' then ru.:i into the moulds , does the trick."
"Yes, I know, Joe. We ain't had much trouble
in gittin' the metals we wanted, an' up till about
a month ago we didn't have trouble in idttin' rid
of about all the money we could turn out. But
it's different now. They're on the watch all
over this part of the country, a:i.' a reward has
been offered for the chief."
"A thousand clollars," Dog Foot observed. with
a chuckle. "They no watch me. When me go to
the south me have my hair cut and wear clotpes
like the palefaces."
"Yes, tha will be all right. But it 'Will sorter
spoil your looks, Doir Foot. When vou have
,zot your feathers an', paint on vou Rartinlv are
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about the best-lot>king Injun I've ever seen. You
kin knock spots out ol. Geronimo, or a;iy of the
rest of 'em, when it comes to looks."
This was pleasinir to the redskin, for he arose
from his chair and, drawing· himself up to his
full height, threw out his chest and pounded it
with his fists.
This was his way of boasting about his physique, and looks, too, probably.
"Most likely you'll feel like puttin' on some of
your war paint, chief," went on Catamount Dick,
lookL--i.g rather serious. "Everythinir is quiet
among the redskins in these here parts jest now,
an' if you should happen to git about twenty bad
ones together an' clean out Young Wild West an'
his pards, thing-s would be started up in a hurrv.
Cavalrymen would be swarmin' as thick as bees
an' there wouldn't be a day pa s when there
wouldn't be bullets hummin' through the air an'
flattenin' against the rocks an' sich like."
"Dog Foot no want to malte war on the palefaces. He want to make money and get rich.
But if the palefaces come to ketch Doir Foot he
will fight."
"I know that. But as I said a little while airo.
you had better git ready for business rig-ht awav.
There ain't iio tellin' how soon Young Wild West
will be sneakin' around here. If any one i.· abl!!
to find this here place he kin do it. Mind \ ' OU
now, he didn't ga\· that he had come here to hunt
down the· counterfeiters. but I know that's what
he's here for. I ain't no fool. either, an' I kin
read a man putty well when 1 see him. I kin
read a boy, too, an' that's what I done today
when Younir Wild West stopped in front of my
shanty with the yaller-haired gal."
"The yeltow-haired maiden maybe will be Doir
Foot's squaw."
"There vott iro ag'm. Thinkin' about g-ittin'
manied when you must have as manv as half a
dozen squaws livin' now."
"Doe: Foot no irot paleface squaw."
"An' you don't want any, eith..er, in my opinion."
The Apache made no reply to this, but it was
evident that he cared little or nothing- for th~
hunter's opinion.
He smoked away until his pipe was empty, and
then pulling the stem from the bowl and clumping
the ashes, he put it aside and showed that he was
going to leave the cave. Catamount Dick said
nothing, but he knew pretty well that the chief
was going to send word to the braves he was
able to gather together at short notice, and that
he surely would make preparations to catch
Young Wild West and his partners if they came
prowling around the place.
"I'm goin' back now, chief," . Dick said, as he
arose and picked up his rifle. "I've got a few
traps to look after on the way. If I hear of anything I'll let yer know."
Doir Foot nodded, and then went on out of the
chamber by a way different from that which
Catamount J)ick had entered. But the latter
. knew quite well that a number of horses belongin.g· to the chief were stationed in an adjoining cave, and that there was a wide opening from
this into a. hollow, from which it would be easv
to reach the trail after it 'left the pass a mile di.·tant. Close to this was a small villal!.'e of
Apaches, where the squaws and some of the older
childen n,,.,la f-,n,.., articles to sell to the pale-
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children made fancy articles to sell to the paleand braves did nothing but a little hunting, and
were at the service of Dog F;oot at anytime he
wanted them. Well satisfied that everything
would be all right to give Young Wild West a
warm reception, Catamount Dick went on out
by the way he had entered and was soon on the
way back to his shanty.

CHAPTER VI.-Hop's Five-Dollar Joke.
"Well, boys," Y oun1< Wild West said, as he
nodded to Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart after
returninJ?.· to the camp with Allietta, "I reckon
we have g-ot a little .iob on hand tonight. I
think we can do more after dark 'than we could
"' if we started out now. We found two who are
connected with the g·ang of counterfeiters ."
"What!'' Cheyenne Charlie exclai1'ned, his eyes
openinir wide. "You found two · of 'em. eh?
You do11e it mig·hty quick, too, didn't vou?"
"Well, I suppose there was a whole lot of luck
in it, althoug·h a little information I got from the
storekeeper was responsible for it. The hunter
he- spoke of is one of them, and the other is a
dirty-looking redskin, whom no one would think
capable of being in league with such a gang. He
will be here tonight to sell whisky to the soldiers.
and he will be well provided with bad money to
J?.'ive them cha:nge."
"'Ne'll catch him easy, then," Jim Dart spoke
up, with a smile.
"Yes, if we want to, Jim," the young deadshot
answered, quickly. "But I reckon we are not
going to try to catch him. What I want to do
is to go to the hunter's shanty after dark tonight
and keep a watch on him. It will be somewhat
!'<trange if he doesn't leave it and go to the place
where the bad money is being ma:nufactured , or
that some one from the place will come to him.
If neither happens we won't make much headway. We have got to take the chance."
Knowin_go that there was no one there who
could possibly be listening, Wild and Arietta
related their experience to Charlie, Jim and the
11:irls. All were greatly interested, and they could
not help congratulatin g the two upon the big
start they had made toward the rounclinl!.' up of
the counterfeiters. Hop Wah was now at the
camp. As usual he listened to everythinl!.' that
was said, but none of them tried to keep it from
him, for they knew quite well that Hop could
•
always be depended upon.
"Me likee go helpee ketchee um counterfeiter s ,
Misler Wild," he said, when the younl!.' deadshot
had finished talkin_go upon the subject and was
about to J!.'O and ldok to see how the horses were
11:ettinl!.' on. "Maybe me helpee you velly muchee."
"That's all · ri11:ht Hop. I hardly think we will
take you with us tonight. I am 11:oing to take
Charlie and Jim with me. Perhaps we won't do
a whole lot tonight, anyhow. You know as well
as I do that the thinl!.' for us ·to do will be to
find where the J!.'anl!.' is located. That once done.
the rest will be easy enough, and we can take
our time about doinl!.' it."
"Me undelstandee, Misler Wild. But me likee
J?O and helpee."
Wild knew very well that Hop was capable of

proceedinl!.' with the utmost caution, for he had
been with the party long- eno__ugh to learn much
in the way of woodcraft and was about as clever
and stealthy as an old-time scout.
Wild, however, told the Chinaman that if he
chang·ed his mind and consented to let him J!.'O he
must not be up to. any of his tricks with fireworks, etc:, as nothin11: like that would be allowed. So Hop was sure he would be one of the
party. Charlie now asked Holl where he had
been when they had dinner, and Hop stated that
he had been playin12: draw poker, and h,ad won
a lot of mone y, and 11:ot a lot of tanglefoot.
Wild now came up and Charlie told Wild Hop
had been playtnl!.' cards with the soldiers and had
won their money and had also got whisky from
somewhere about the garrison. That afternoon
Wild met Captain Jackson and questioned him
about the matter but the captain denied all
knowledl!.'e of any liquor on the premises. ·
Along- toward the close of the afternoon some
of the cavalrymen went out upon an open stretch
and beg·an doin11: athletic stunts. One younl!.'
fellow was quite a jumper. He stated that he
could .iump over any team of horses with a running- start of fifty feet. There was no one present
' either to doubt or believe him. But Hop who
was standin11: near, thouJ!,'ht it a J!.'Ood cha~ce to
make some money, so he came forward and
1·emarked:
"Me bettee you fivee dollee you no .iumpee
ten feet, so be."
"Put up your money if you have five dollars."
"Me p;ot plenty of money. Me makee lillee
·
money when me play pokee, so be."
It happened that both the Chinaman's victims
were I present and they both turned red.
Cheyenne offered to hold the stakes and the
cavalryman_got ready. But Hop stepped up and
stopped him.
"Me no , say where ;you jumpee," he protested,
"Me fixee lat."
"Well, any place will suit me."
"Allee light. Me bettee you no .iumpee ten
feet, so be. You come with me."
The cavalryman followed Hop to the edJ?e of
the brook. The Chinaman had thoul!.'ht of a novel
way to earn five dollars and have a J!.'Ood lauS?h
at the same time.
Hop selected a spot where the water · was
quite deep, and makinl!.' a mark with his heel in
the earth he said:
"You jumpee fl.om he1·e:'
A laul!.'l"l went up from all hands , and the
cavalryman turned to Charlie and demanded his
money back. -B ut Charlie claimed that a bet
was a bet and refused to pay it.
Then his brother cavalrymen egJ!.'ed him on and
finally strippinl!.' off his coat he made the .iumo
and easily cleared tlie ten feet, but was. soaked
to the skin in the bargain. When he came out
of the water Charlie handed him the amount of
the wager, so Hop lost his five dollars.
CHAPTER VIL-Wild and His Partners Fail .
to Return.
around, and after the meal
came
Supper-time
had been finished the sun went down and darknei:ss, which comes quickly in th.at part of the
counti·y, began to _gather.
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"Now then, boys," Young Wild West said. nod- and then stai;ted on foot toward the stockade.
dinir to his two partners, "I reckon we'll get The girl decided to wait there, for there was
ready to take a ride to the hunter's log shanty.'' teally no need of following· him, shlce he was
"Me go, too, Misler Wild," the ever-ready bound to come back as soon as he found a custoChinaman spoke up, for he was standing within mer. After a wait of perhaps ten/ minutes she
a few feet of them, no doubt waiting for the heard footsteps, and then Sl\W the Indian returnyoung deadshot to set out.
ing· with four men whom she easily made out to
"All right," was the reply. "But we'll wait b0" cavalrymen. Reaching- the soot where the
until it gets 2:01:>d and dark."
horse and jugs were. the rascally redski:, at once
Hop was deligl1ted, and he snapped his fingers started to do business. The ju2:s held about
at the scout, whom he knew was oppose<l to his two Quarts apiece, and he demanded six dollars
goini., laughing at the same time.
per jug. The first man to buy gave his a ten"Et," the young deadshot said, tur:iin2: to his dollar gold-piec~ and received what he thought
sweetheart, "I reckon we'll leave it to you to do a to be silver in exchange. The next man had ·
little watchinir tonight. If that redskin comes the ri2:ht amount, so the Indian did not make
around here, keep an eye on him. But don't let anything- extra by him. But the other two reon that you know that Le's one of the gang of ceived change, for they did not have the right
i:Ounterfeiters."
amount. With the whisky they had purchased
"I know ju st what to do, Wild. You can de- the four stole away, no doubt to reach the baTpend on it that I'll not sa \' a word," the gi1·l racks and hide what they did not want to drink
replied.
immediately. The re<lskin sat down and lighted
A few minutes later Wild and his pai:tners a pipe, smoking awav in perfect content. while
were ready to leave. They had hardly mounted the girl, a short distance away, watched him.
t heir horses when Hop was in the sad<lle, too, She had heard enoug·h of the conversation to feel
and then turning off to the rig·ht, so they would sure that there would be more of the cavalrymen
not let any one know where they were heading to come and purchase the whisky. This proved to
for, they soon disappeared from view.
be the case, for . in less than fifteen minutes a
Arietta was proud of the fact that she had uniformed man appeared.
somethi:,g to do.
The redskin had but eight jugs left, and the
"Now, then," sh e said, smiling at Anna and cavalryman, who must have. been acting· for
Eloise, "I am going to be a spy with a will. I some of the rest, bargained with him to purchase
think I'll start out right now and try and locate the whole Jot.
"I'll give you four dollars a jog·. That makes
the Indian who intends to sell the whisky here
thirty,two dollars," he said. ·
tonight."
"No," retorted the redskin. "You give five
Neither Anna nor Eloise would have cared to
do a thing· like that, but they knew pretty well dollars and me sell."
Then there was Quite a little wrangling·, and
the ways of Young· Wild West's sweetheart and
they merely nodded to show that they thought Arietta could not help smiling· at t11e craftiness
it was all rig·ht for her to go ahead. The Jdrl displayed by the redskin. Finall1• he gave in,
knew the direction the Indian would come from. however, mid the deal was made.
so a few minutes later she stole awav in the
"You'll get your mo.nE'y as soon as the stuff
darkness and made her way around to the trail, is delivered," the cava1ryman said. "There's
and finding a convenient place to hide herself a man waiting there with it. You have got to
from anv one who n1ight come along, she sat help me carry it."
down upon a rock to wait. It seemed that she
The red kin agreed to this, and, dividin1r the
had not got there a minute too soon , for she had jugs between thehl, they promptly set out
barely got herself in a comfortable position when through the darkness. They had just about time
she heard the sounds made by an approaching to reach the stockade when confused voices ranghorse. Peerin2: from behind a rock she soon was out and Arietta knew that something· had gone
able to discern the outlines of a horse and rider. wrong. She Quickl y left her place of concealThe horse was at a walk. But it did not take ment and ran throug·h the dark in the direction
her Ior1g to recognize the rider as an Indian. of the stockade. As she neared the spot she saw
He carried quite a burden with him, and it hap- as many as a score of men moving about as
pened tha't he stopped within a dozen feet of her. though excited over something. Gettin!!: a little
She saw him tie the horse to a iree. and then pro- closer she realized ri,:rht away what had taken
ceed to take something from its back. The girl place. The redskin had been caul!:ht.
was not long in making out that what he had
"I wonder what Wild will say to this?" the
brou2:ht with him were stone .iug·s. Where he g·irl thoug·ht, shaking· her head. "This may spoil
g-ot the whisky · from neither she "llor any of our · his plans somewhat. But it can't be helped. I
friends had any idea. But they did not care.
think the man who came last was sent purposely
They knew that the miss ion of the 1:edskin was by some one who had an inkling that the Indian
to sell the whisky to the cavalrymen and work was here. I'll get a little closer and try and
off a s much as possible of the spurious money find out what they are talking· about."
This she did, and from what she could pick
he had with him.
"It's too bad Hop went with them," the e:irl up of the conversation of the few who remained
thought, as a s mile flitted over her face. "If he while the redskin was bein!!: led away she could
were here now I'm sure he would think of a way
understand that a scheme had been laid to catch
to plav a joke on the Indian."
the rascally fellow. She heard o.r.e man say that
She wa,; n2:ht in thinking this way, for when so much dealinir in w11isky had been going- on
he had unloaded the whisky he had broug-ht to that the coloneL had appointed certain ones to
the fort the Indian left the jugs on the ground b~ continll:ilh· on the watch. 'T'wf\ men went back
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and soon came in with the bdian's horse, which
was promptly corraled. Then Arietta made her
way back to the camp and told Anna and Eloise
what had happened. She had just about finished ·
tellin,:r the story when the colonel's orderl y appeared.
"Colonel Beardsley would like to see YoungWild West," he said.
""\Vild isn't here now," Arietta answered
quickly.
iDo you know where he is?"
"That I cannot say. But I think he has ,:rone
c,ut to try and find out somethin,:r about the irang
of counterfeiters."
"That is what the colonel wishes to see him
about, I am quite certain."
"Suppose I JN with you to the colonel?"
"I would have to first find out i( he wishes to
receive you."
-- "Please do so, then."
The orderly saluted, and quickly retired. ·
In a few minutes he came back, followed by
the colonel himself. who very graciously doffed
his hat, not for,:rettin,r the military salute at the
same time.
"Youn,:r Wild West isn't here, I see," the
colonel said, as the orderly promptly retired .
"No·, sir. He has gone out in search of the
counterfeiters,"
"Ah! We have captured one of- them, I be.
lieve."
_ ''Yes, I know," and Arietta nodded and smiled.
"You know! Row is that?"
"Before he left the camp Wild told me to be
on the watch for a redskin who was comin,:r here
tonight to dispose of whisky to those of the men
at the fort wishing- to purchase it. This Indian
was to have counterfeit mouey with him, which
he intended to give out as change in case he had
,
to make it."
"Great Scott!" Colonel Beardsley exclaimed.
.
looking in surprise at the girl.
Since the redskin had been caught. Anetta
had quickly decided to let the colonel know more
than he could otherwise have learned.
"So Young Wi1d West 1.--new the redskin was
coming ·here tonight. eh? How did he find that
out?"
"That is something I am not at liberty to t"ell
you, colonel. Perhaps he will tell you all about
it when he g·ets back."
"Yes, of course. Excuse me for askin,:r the
question. ' This is what I call wonderful. So
Youn,:r Wild West made the dfacovery that the
redskin was to appear and that he was to have
counterfeit money with him? Well, that makes
it certain that we haven't made a mistake this
time. The same rascal was arrested once before
for passing bad money here at the settlement.
He squirmed out of it by pleading his ignorance.
But this time he'll stay in the ,:ruard-house until
the whole matter is settled."
Then he talked on, doing his best to learn· from
Arietta how the discovery was made. But she
evaded all the hints and questions, and finally the
colonel left the camp and went back to consult
with the officers under him.
"Girls," Arietta said, laughing, "I ~hink I have
offset him 1;omewhat. I am glad of 1t. Perhaps
I r.houldn't have told him that we knew the red-

skin was com¥1l?"- But I ooulcln't help it. I .inst
wanted to see how surprised he would be."
"Probably he now thinks that he is not quite
as clever as he believed himself to be, eYen
though he no doubt laid the plans to catch t he
wily redskin," Anna observed. "Certainly he
didn't know for sure that he was coming, but
when you told him that ,.,Vild knew ' he was com·
ing and that you were appointed to watch him
he did not know what to say:''
There was nothing for them to do but to 1-emain in the camp, s o Arietta settled down satis-·
fled to do so. Something like an hour later t he
orderly appeared again to learn whether or not
the young deadshot and his partners had re'
~rn~.
"The colonel seems to be anxiorn,," he said, ac;
though he was admitting somethin.ir he should
not. "He wants to see Young \.Vild West-badly."
"He will have to wait until he returns, that's
all I can say," Arietta retorted.
Again the orderly went away. From that time
on the minute" dragged slowly, and at length
another hour had passed. The ,:rirls were beginning to think it about time Wild and bis
partners should return. But they were not at
all worried about it, for it might be that the:v
were compelJed to wait in order to carrv out
their plans. But when still another hour had
elapsed and there were no si.sm of them, they
began to grow uneasy. .Finally it went along
until midnight, and the11, 1"eally alarmed- at their
protracted absence, Arietta declared that· a
search should be made for them. . But '-Anna and
Eloise managed to persuade her to i:tive ·up such
an idea, and in· case they did not return by morning, then the search sh ould be made. They .J'Eltil-ed alon,:r about two o'clock, but it was little
· sleep that any of them ,rot. At dayli,:rht they
were all up and stirring, and when the sun showed itself above the .iairn-ed mountain line to the
east, A1;etta declared that she was going to have
an audience with the colonel right awa:v.
'There's one thin.e: -certa.in, girls," she decla1·ed,
shaking her head slowly. ':They have run into
danger. and perhaps they may have been killed,
for all we know. Thev have a desperate lot to
deal with, I'm sure. I must find them."
"It seems strange that all four of them should
be caught by the villains," Anna answered, as i!
she doubted the possibility of such a thing. "But
you had better see the col9nel and have a detachment go out in search of them."
"I'll do so at once," the girl retorted, and after
she had visited the brook and treated her face
and hair in the usual fashion sh a did every
111ornil1g, she left Wing, the cook, preparing the
breakfast and hurried straight for the colonel's
Quarters. ·
She knocked loudh- upon the door, a11d after
some little time it was opened by an orderly.
"I wish to ·see Colonel Bea1·dsley at once,"
Arietta said, in a very business-like way.
"It's too early, miss," was the reply.
"No, it isn't. I must see him."
"Well, 1--er---don't know," stammered the
man.
"Who is it?" a voice called out from an adfoinmg room.
"The young lady you were talkin,:r with at
Youn I! Wild West's · camp last night, colonel,•
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was the quick reply, while the face of the yet, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie l'ug_g-ested. "He
mil,!."ht be in the shanty."
onlerh Hl!hted up as if b:v mairic.
"That is probable," was the reply. '·But I
'"'\'erv well. Tell her to have the kindness to
have an idea that he went some time a1!'0. and
wait. I'll be out as soon as possible."
It was not a very lonJ,!' wait before the colonel is now doing business with the soldiers at the
fort. But nev~r mind. We are all right now,
appeared.
"Haven't returne<l vet!" he exclaimed, whe11 anyhow. We'll find a place a little closer to
:-,};ie told him how Wilci and his two partners had · leave the horses, and then we'll see who is in.
failed to came back to the camp. ''\Vhy, some- sicle the shanty."
They let the horses l,!."O on until they were
1hin1r must be done right awa y. Perhaps they
have met the counterfeiters and have got into within .a couple of hundred feet ot the loir
strncture on the side of the hill. They could see
•
trouble."
"That's what I think, colonel," the irirl an- the lil,!."ht better now, for at fin;t it had been obi,,wered, coolb·. "What I would like to l1ave :vou scured from their view by the branches of a
,J o is to send a detachment of cavalry right away. tree that grew close to it. It was not a very
bril!·ht light, to be sure, but was about the same
J'll go with them and ict as a scout."
"You!" and the colonel looke<l at her in amaze- ai; might be expected to be found in such a place.
Probably it came from lantem or a smokv oil
ment.
"Yes, colo!'lel. It will not be the first time I lamp. Anyhow, it li1!'hted the way for our hero
have acted in that capacity. I'll find Wild and and his companions, serving as a sort of beacon,
l1is partners, and the Chinaman, too. Vle must so to speak. Feeling sure of finding more about
not fo1·get hirri, you know, for he is human, l.ike the counterfeiter. and possibly locating- their
den, the youn11: deadshot started cautiously up
the rest of us."
"Oh, one of the Chinamen went with him, eh? the hill after tlie horses had been left where
I suppo,e Young Wild West knows his own busi- there was no chance of them bein_g- seen shoulti:
ness, thousrh " ho added, with a shake of the any 9ne pass up or down the trail.
Charlie came next, and he was followed by
head. "But I reallv hope that nothing has hapJim and Hop, the latter a little in the rear. Depened."
"So do I, colonel. But we can't tel1 what may li1,!."hted at the prospect of pJa:ving a part in the
adventure that he was certain was sure to come.
have hapnened. How i;oon must I be readv ?"
"In five minutes, miss. But have you had the clever Chinee marched alonl,!.", treadinl?' as
carefully as did those who preceeded him.
your breakfast?"
Cautionsly they all made their wav upward,
No."
and in a very short time thev paused within a
"Get it, then. ...\.. few minutes more will cer
few feet of the shanty. They all listened, but
,
tainlY make no differel'lce."
'
Tl;e girl thought this to be good adYice, so she could not hear a sound.
declared that she woulu be ready in half an
"Stay ril,!."ht here, boys, and lie low," our hero
hour, and he promised to have a detachment whispered. "I'm going- to have a peep inside."
f twenty men ready to accompany her in search
They all nodded, but Wild did not see them, for
of Young Wild \\lest.
ho started as soon as he spoke, and carefully
•
made his way until he reached the window
throul,!."h which the lil,!."ht shone. The lower part
wa1=; about on a line with his shoulders. so he
could easily look in by standfag upright. But
CHAPTER Vlll.-Wild is Trapped.
before ' doin_g- this he placed his ear close to the
and listened. Presentlv he
Young WBcl West did not strike the trail lead- end of the buildin_gone movinl,!." about. Then he took the
inl,!." to th e lol,!." shanty that was occupied by heardofsome
peepin_g- throu_g-h the opening-, which conCatamount Dick until a distance of a mile and a risk
no sash, but was partly covered bv a piece
half had been covered. If he had struck it a little tained
lieu of a curtain. ,
:-;ooner he would sm~ · ]J?ve met the 1·edskin with of blanket b. deadshot got a good view of Catayoung
The
v,hisk:v.
of
)1fa jul,!."S
Dick, who was .iust putting on his hat as
But the voung deadshot wanted to avoid such mount
he was goinl,!." out.
though
he
ai;
watch
a
kept
a meetil11,!.", anyhow, and he
thought the oy, "I reckon we didn't get
"Ah!"
Chinathe
and
rode alonl,!." with his two partners
man not far behind, so he mil,!."ht have time to here any too soon. Now all we have got to do
prevent such a meeti:-ig, if the Indian happened is to follow the sneakinl,!." coyote and see where he
to come along. The four rode on, and it was 11:oes. It may be that );le will 11:et his horse and
not ve1·y Joni,!." before they saw the 1,!."limmer of a ride on toward the fort to meet the redskin when
light on ,the si<le of the hill close to the mouth of he returns. But there's a chance of his goinir
the pas.. Wild knew it must surely come from to the headquarters of the gang-. That's what I
the shanty, for he had located the place well in want to see him do, for the Quicker this business
his mind before leavinl,!." it with his sweetheart is disposed of the better I will like it."
The villainou hunter picked up a couple of
that afternoon.
'"There it is, boys," he said, as he brouirht the bear-traps, and then taking- his i!ifle went to the
1,o.rrel i;tallion to a halt and pointed to the right. door and opened it. Having done this, he turned
"I re.ckon Catamou:nt Dick must be at home." back and extinguished the lig-ht which came from
"That's where the shanty is, eh?" Jim asked, a lanter:-i.
·
·
"Going to set traps, is he?" the watching- boy
as he took a look.
"Yes, there's no mistake about it. That light muttered. "Well, I suppose he has got to put
up a bluff in that way, an~·how. He is supposed
comes from Catamount Dick'!. shanty."
''Ma~·hp thP rPof:kin ain't started for tha fOT·f: 1o P.a.rn hl" )jvinv bv huntinsr and tranninl!'. and

a
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he must do a little of it to keep away from sus-

picion. All rig-ht, Catamount Dick. You !!O
ahead. We'll follow you."
Out came the man, closing- the door after him.
Wild knew his partners and the Chinaman
would surely disting-uish his forln, for there was
enoug-h lig·ht from the stars to enable them to
do that. He waited at the end of the shanty
until be heard him walking- away, and then he
stole noiselessly around and joined those in
·
waiting-.
"You saw which way he went, boys, clkln't
you?" Wild said, in a whisper.
"I reckon we did," the scout retorted. Quickly.
"He headed straig-ht up the hill back of the
shanty."
"Come on, then. We must follow him. Hop,
you be very careful ti.nd don't make the least
sound."
"Allee light. Misler Wild," was the reply. "Me
be vellv muchee caleful, so be. Me velly , matee
Chinee."
"Never mind how smart ver are," whispered
the scout. "Jest keep that' to yourself. Thii!
ain't no time to be talkin' much, anyhow."
"Allee lig-ht, Mister Charlie. You no talkee,

len."

The scout might have made andther retort. but
. Wild checked him by touching him upon the
shoulder. Then the youn~ deadshot led the wav
past the shanty to the hill ·behind it. Dark as
it was he had no difficulty in finding· a wav to
get up. As he reached the top he heard footsteps a short distance ahead. They were receecling, too, as he well knew. Well satisfied that
there would be no danger of the hunter losinJ?:
them he went on ahead, treading- without a sound.
Catamount Dick was certainly not taking- any
precautions to avoid being· heard, for he went
rig-ht along-, now and then kicking- a stone and
sending it rolling· over the rocky g-round. Across
a level stretch he made his way, and those following could see him quite distinctly. Presently
he turned to the rig-ht and went down into a
hollow, where there was quite some veg·etation,
since a stream of water flowed through it. Once
he disappeared from view the four ahead all
came to a halt at the edg-e of the hollow. ,They
could hear Catamo'unt Dick moving· about below, and •they took it for g-ranted that he must
be setting a trap. This was undoubtedl y the
case, for in a very few minutes he came back
and our friends barely had time to conceal themselves behind some adjacent rocks. He still had
one of the traps, so this meant that he would g:o
to another place at 1east. Where he might g-o
after that could only be conjectured . Catamount
Dick strod~ on, humming- snatches of some tune
he had learned in days long· gone by. and this
satisfied the young- deadshot that he had no
thoug-ht of being followed.
But that was where Young Wild West made a
mistake, as will be learned later on. The hunter
continued on for about a quarter of a mile. and
then he set the other trap, those following: him
waiting until he had done so. Then Catamount
Dick set out straight for the headquarte rs of the
counterfeit ers. He walked rapidly now, and the
distance not being: i.?:reat. he soon was at the
mouth of the passai?e leading· into the series of
l\\\l' itJ.stead of g-oing in bv the :1arrow
MY•~

entrance, . he turned a little to the left and
climberl. the rocky cliff. Having reached the top,
he moved quic kl y to a narrow fissure, and then.
picking up a , tone, permitted it to drop downward. When he heard the thud as the stone struck
the ground somewhere quite a distance below
him, he g-ave a no,! of astisfaction , and then
boldly started back the wa\' he had come. TbL
move wa::; entirely unexpecteil bv Y ounir \Vil,!
West aml his companions , and when they saw
him coming back they were just. starfin.e: tu
ascend tfte cliff.
But they Quickly 11.id themselves from Yiew.
and Catamount Dick came on down, pas:=.ing within a very few feet of therr•.
He went in close to the rocky wall then and
strode along· as if he was in a hurry, until he
came to the mouth of the passage. The next
in:;;tant he disappeare d from view.Wild and his partners were watching with the
eye., of a cat just then. They all knew that he
either had gone into some sort of opening-, or
else had turned an angle in the cliff. The thingto do was to find out which of the two it wail.
Motioning those -with him to remain where they
were, Wild crept back to the right. behind some
rocks. and then was not long in moving around
until he wa exactly in front of the place where
the man had last been seen. There was a slight
ang·le there, but as the cliff ran along· almo,it
evenly for over a hundred feet beyond that point,
and nothing- could be seen of the hunter. he
knew he must have entered a cave or pa:ssage.
Without letting- his partners know what he
intended to do, the young deadshop crept softlv
through the darkness, and the next minute he
found the black opening-.
muttered, under his breath. "I'm
"Ahl"
A cave, eh?
pre_tty clo~e to the finish no,w.
Quite a. snu~ place for a gang- of counterfeit ers
to pursue their work, I reckon. But they won't
be at it much lo nger, I'm certain. I reckon
I'll venture inside and look for a light."
Ha listened for a few seconds and, hearing
nothing-, stepped boldly into the dark passage.
Then it was that something happened that he had
not bargained for. Two pairs of hands suddenl y
seized him, gripping- him vise-like, and before he
could even utter a cry of warning to those outside, another hand was pressed hard over his
mouth, while still another gripped him b, the
throat, almost choking him. It was but natural
that he hould strugg-le to free himself, but he
soon found that he had three strong- men to
deal with, and when he found himself being borne
away through the darkness he g·ave it up, realizing that he had been caught napping:, and
that he had better preserve his strength until a
more opportune moment arrived. His capto1·::1
Sudchuckled and laughed as they hurried on.
denly one of them g-ave a low whistle, and then
they stopped, holdin11: their prisoner tig·htly. Wild
heard the sounds of approachin g footsteo><, a.111
then a light suddenly appeared.
"We've got one of them," the fellow who wail
11:ripping- Wild by the rig:M arm said . in a low
tone of voice. "The re~t is outside waitin' for
theit- turn."
It was Catamount Dick who said this. \Vil({
recog:nized -his voice instantly. The g-rip on his
throat had been relaxed somP.what. so he waa
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able to breathe. But the hand wa still J>res ed
over his mouth.
"Good!" came the reply from the fellow who
had appeared with the light. "Which one is it?"
"Young Wild West," one of the others retorted,
taking care to peak in a voice that was very low.
"Better yet. Fetch him on back to the chief.
He's an:xiom; to see the inside of the counterfeiter's den, I s'pose."
Wild had never heard the voice of the man who
spoke, so he had no idea who it could be. But
that made little or no difference. Through into
the rocky apartment in which the big bench was
located Young Wild West was carried in a helpless condition. There was a bright light there,
for the counterfeiters needed it to pla:v their
villanious trade.
''Bind and ira_g- him, boys," said Catamount
Dick. "I 1·eckon Dog Foot will be mighty glad to
see him when he gits back. We'll keep him until
he comes, for it wouldn't do to put an end to him
afo1·e that time."
This was pleasing to the ears of the boy prisoner for he knew there would be a good chance
of his making an escape if he was gfren sufficient
time. One of the men did the tying and gagging,
and when he declared that it was all right the
young dead shot was pushed into a chair.
· "V,Tell, Young Wild West," Catamount Dick
said a gleam of triumph in 'hi. eyes, "you
thou,ght you was mighty smart, didn't vou? I
fi_g-ured it that you would come sneakin' arou!l~
tonight, an' I laid a trap for yer. I was laym
low watchin' fo r yer to come, an' when you
rod~ up an' left your horses I waited until I was
sure it was you. Then I sneaked bacJ<: t_o ,n~y
shanty in a hurry. I had a wav of g1ttm rn
by c1:awlin' under, so I didn't haYe to open the
door, you see. I reckon you'll admit that I'm
putty clever, won't :,,er?"
Wild could not answt!r, and so made no effort
to do so.
"Your two pards an' the Chinee will be fetched
in putty soon, or el se they'll git k)lled_, 'c~u.s~
Dog l<"'oot an' eight or tel) b~d red kms 1s lud,m
close by. One of the redskms was here, an I
climbed· to the top of the cliff an' dropped a stone
through a hole. That was the signal for him to
iro out an' tell the chief that vou was around,
·while at the same time it let them what was
waitin' here know that I wanted 'em to meet
me at the entrance right away. It work~! fine,
Youn_g- Wild West, an' I'm proud to tell ver about
it 'cause I figured it all out myself."
'Then the villain laughed, showinir his delight at
the success of his $Cherne, wl1ile the voun11: deadshot could do nothing but sit there is silence.

CHAPTER IX.-Catamount Dick's Scheme
Amounted to :Nau_g-ht.
Cheyenne Charlie, Jim Dart and Hop Wah
waited for fully· five minutes without sayinl?' anything or hearing from Young Wild West. Then
they began to wonder where he "\Vas. All three
knew his purpose when he crept along among
the rocks, and the:\" had even seen him as he
stepped up to the openinl?'. But thev did not
know the opening was there, of cour. e, and when
Wild disappeared they were not sme that he had
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!?'one into such a place. But when he failed to
show up they beiran to grow anxious, and finally
the scout _g-ave Dart a nudge and whispered:
"I reckon ·wild must have found some sort of
hidin'-place, Jim."
"It looks that way," was the reply. "He's S?one
on in it if he has."
"I reckon so."
"'}i'ell, why don't he come an' let us know about
it, then?"
•
"Wait a while, Charlie. You're too anxiou ."
"Yes, I know I am. I waJ1t to l?'et at the
sneakin' coyotes. That galoot we was watchin'
disappeared riirht where we seen ·wnd go, an' we
ain't seen any of 'em since. That means that
V.,ild is sartinly followin' him somewhere. an'
that it's through a pas::;age or in a cave or
somethin' of the kind."
Da1-t made no reply to this, but kept watch.
Hop crouched upon the !?'round, not openini? his
mouth. There was nothing he could think of to
suggest, so that was undoubtedly the reason.
Another five minutes . lipped by, and then .iust
as Charlie, who could no loni;?:er remain inactive,
was about to get upon his feet to go and investil?'ate, the sounds caused by a stone rolling down
among the rocks close at hand came to the ears
of the watching trio. Instantly they were on
the alert, their eyes turned in the direction the
sound came from. Shadowy forms suddenlv appeared from behind the rocks, and there were so
many c:! them that Charlie and Jim realized instantly that there was real ti-ouble before them
now. Neither of them had brought their rifles
with them, not thinking it worth while to do so
in the darkness. But they were armed well
enouirh. fQr each had a brace. of revolvers. Hop
had his big-, old-fashioned pistol, too, and no
doubt mi11:ht succeed in putting up quite a scare,
even though he did no damage with the weapon.
With something else to hold their attention,
neither of them looked the othe1· way now, but
waited to see what would happen next. Nearer
came the shadowy forms, and in the starlight
they quickly made them out to be Indians, almost nude and apparently ready to fight.
One of the fil?'ures wore the fancy head-dress
of a chief, too, and it struck Charlie and Jim
right away that he miirht be Dog Foot, for whom
the reward of a thousand dollars was offered.
But why was it that such a party should be
there at that time?
This was somewhat puzzling to them. It seemed as though the newcomers were aware of the presence of the three,
and that they were prepared to sneak upon them
and treat them to a surprise. When Jim Dart
fairly understood this it oo.curred to him ril?'ht
away that the hunter. had led them into a trap.
But he . never once thought that Wilsl was at
that moment a captive in an adjacent cave.
"Charlie," he whispered, "those fellows haYe
been expecting us. I think I understand it now.
When that rascal of a hunter went to the top of
the cliff he mui:;t have signalled in some way to
the redskins. Then he came down and went into
a cave. But Wild will fool them vet, for he has
followed him, you can be sure."
"Rig·ht yer are, Jim, an' we'll fool them redskins directly, see if we don't."
Then the Indians who were advancing so cautiously, suddenly disappeared from view behind

•
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a Pile of rocks. which was less than a hundred . to turn a11d run fot' their lives. Two alone refeet from them. But it was but a few seconds mained there. so confused that they failed to
before they appeared again, and they were now run away, and apparently did not seem to know
upon all fours 'and creeping- alonl.t' in the treacher- which way · to g-o. But two more shots brought
them to the g-round, and then Charlie bounded
ous fashion common to their race.
Hop Wah had drawn his pistol without being- forward. yelling. himself hoarse.
"Hip hi!" shouted H<n> Wah, and then instead
advised to do•so. and he stood readv to send a
shower of colored fire Upon the advancing- ras- of following- the scout, he turned and ran to the
cals. If this did nothing- else it would lie:ht uo spot where he had seen Wild disappear from
the s.cene, but it would be ~ure to momentarilv view.
At that very moment a man came rushing- out.
terrorize the redskins. He knew that as well as
He was followed by another, and, seeinir them,
anything-. Charlie and Jim saw him readv to
shoot, and both nodded their head;; approving-Ly. Hoo did not hesitate to fire a shot almost diThe fact was, as mig-ht as well be stated rig-ht rectly in their faces.
The brig-ht flash that came from the revolver
now, that Catamount Dick had told the truth
when he said a trap had been prepared for Younir lit up the scene for the fraction of a second,
Wild West and his partners. Not satisfied with an~ not only permitted the Chinaman to see that
what he said to the chief, the villain har! g-one they were strangers. but also terrifie,l the two
back to the secret rendezvous of the counter- so that they promptly dropped to the g-round.
feiters ag-ain shortly before nig-ht. He founcl shoutinl? in fear.
'·This wav. Charlie.'' Jim Dart called out, for
Dog- Foot there, attired in the finer\· his rank
called for and with his war-paint on. As ·uring- he, too, had seen the two men as they fell to
the chief that undoubtedly Young- Wild West the g-ro1*nd. "Let the redskins go. We ha,·e t.tot
would try to spy upon them that nig-ht, he e:ot something- else on hand iust now."
The scout heard him and followed him quickly
him interested enou_g-h to 1?uarantee to have a
few redskins who were willing- to do his bidding- to the spot.
on hand after darkness set in. Then it was
''Take cat·e of them two iraloots. Jim," the
Quite easy to arran1?e to lead our hero to the scout said, and then, without the least hesitation,
spot, for Catamount Dick was rather clever at ha plung-~d i,nto the dark opening- a;-id began
fixing- up schemes.
feeling- his way throu_g-h the passag-e. He heard
The chief listened to him and g-ave in to every- excited voices close to him, but, nothing- daunted,
thing- he said, and the result was that Catamount he kept on, walking- without making- the least
Dick had _g-one back to his cabin to watch for sound.
"What in th1:mderation kin be the matter outthe approach of any one who might come from
the direction of the fort, and then led them to side?" he heard a voice sa}'.
"Sound. a s if the In.iuns has l?Ot the worst of
the trap. It appeared· his plan had succeeded
admirably. Young- Wild West had -alread\' been it."
"I reckon they have," muttered the scout, unlured into the cave and was a captive, awaitinl?
the return of the chief to g-ive the death sentence. der his breath. "An' ,·ou'll g-it the worst of it..
The redskin who had been inside with the too, inside of two min11tes."
A little further on and he saw a lig-ht ahead,
three men, who, with Catamount Dick, constituted the membership of the band, easily found Guided by it, he stepped along· noiselesslv and
the chief and his braves, and they had at once was soon crossing- th~ first of the series of caves.
made their way around to the foot of the cliff. It was in the adj"oining- one that the light came
for the purpose of pursuing- the intruders and from. It was shining- brig-hth· now, and once he
making- them prisoners. It was not their in- reached the other side he peered in and saw two
tention to shoot them down. for the old savag-e men standing- there, revolve1·s in hand. Charlie
instinct that controlled Doe- Foot to a g-reat ex- paused and looked behind him. He saw that some
tent had come upon him with full force, and one wa~, followinl? him, and he wanted t-o m.ak~
he wanted to take the palefaces alive and ouuish f:ure if it was a friend before he did anythingthem by death in some way consistent w_ith the furt-her. It was a friend, for it was no less. a
old-time beliefs of his race. Thinking-- that they ' oersonag·e than Hop Wah. That wa;; enou_g-h,
had a sure thin_g- of it. the Indians were not long- so without any he. itation the scout stepped
in creeping- toward the spot where Che\'enne Quickly ahead. and with a revolver in either
Charlie, Jim Dart and Hop Wah were in waiting. hand suddenly came upon the astonished pair.
"U1> with your hands, you sneakin' coyotes!''
The fact that Younir Wild \\'est had been captured encouraged Dog Foot not a little, so he he called out, in a voice that echoed throug-h tha
did not hesitate to lead the way himself. Nearer cavernous olace. "I've 1rot you dead to rights.
and ·nearer they g·ot to the rocks behind which the Where's Young- Wild \.\'est?"
"Hip hi; hoolay!" sho uted Hoo Wah. as he ran
three were crouching-. When they g-ot Quite close.
Cheyenne Charlie could bear it no longer. for he forward. "Evelvthling- allee lig-ht. \Ye ketchee
could see the glint of tomahawk,; and other um counterfeiters veil~· Quickee."
One of the men turned to flee the other way,
weapons in the starlight. He gave Jim a nu<lire,
no doubt hopi~ to escape by the other outlet.
and then throwing up his revolver. calle,l out:
But Cheyenne Charlie, who:;e blood was uo bv
''Halt! Down yer go, redakins."
His revolver spoke three times in Quick suc- this time, pulled the trig:ger of the revolver he
cession, and Jim Dart prompth· .ioined in the held in his rig-ht hand and the man went down
in a heao.
firing·.
"Now, then, you try it and \'O u'll g-o the same
Bang-! bang·! _
Hop Wah's big pistol belche,l forth a streak of way," he sairi. threateningly, a:; he 'stepped UD
he twice, and four of the redskin;:; were ;;een to the other.
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"Don't shoot! Don't shoot!" came the pleadinl?' cry. I'll l?'ive in."
· "Ha!" exclaimed the scout, as he recol?'Ilized
the voice. · "It's Catamount Dick, eh? Well, I'm
rnil?'htv dad to meet yer here: Jest hold vour
hands up over your head, or you'll die afore vou
kin count two."
'. Up went the hunter's hands and fo the lil?'ht
that came from the lantern which was resting
upon th'e e-round near him his face shone pale
and 2"hostly.
"Yer sorter l?'ot us in a trap, didn't yer?" the
scout said, exultantly. "But I reckon it didn't
work, after all. "Now, then, you tell me where
Young Wild West is inside of ten i,econds. or
I'll take the top of your head off."
"He's back there, an' he ain't hurt a bit," came
the -Quick reply, as the villain threw his head
back, :indicating- the cave behind him.
"Go an' see ~f he's lyin', Hop," the scout said,
without looking at the Chinaman.
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," came the cheerful replv, and then Hop ran swiftly in the direction indicated. He found that there was a light
comini?" from some other part of the underg-round
place, and in less than a minute he stood before
the helpless vouna- deadshot, who was still sitting
in tha chair he had been forced into bv the
villains but a few minutes before.
• Wild had, of course, heard the shootina- outside, and he knew right away that his partners
had _g-ot into trouble. But he was alS'o convinced
that they were doing the shooting, and when he
heard the scout and Hop yelling he was · sure of
the fact. It was but the work of a few seconds
for Hop to tear the l!"ag from the young deadshot'9 mouth and sever his bonds. Wild no
sooner got upon his feet than he looked for the
weapons that had been taken from him. They
Jay close at hand, and securing them he pushed
the delighted Chinaman aside and bounded into
the chamber where Charlie stood covering Catan10unt Dick.
"Where is Jim?" the vounl?' deadshot asked.
as coolly as if nothinl?' out of the ordinary had
happened.
"He's ontside, Wild. You had better l?'0 out an'
see how he's makin' out. I left him with two
of the rascals, who ,-..·as so scared that they dropl)ed to the ground when Hop banl?'ed awav at
'em."
Wild waited to hear no more, but hurriedly
made his way throul?'h the uassaJ?'e. Dark as it
was he did not hesitate to keep ril?'ht on, and
soon he saw the faint lil?'ht from the stars.
"Jim!" he called out, softly.
"Hello, Wild!" came the reassurinl?' response.
"Are you all right?"
"I reckon I am!'
"Well, I've l>"Ot two of the scoundrels here.
Three or foJ!r redskins i?"O.t away, but more than
that went down."
"That's cheering news. though I am sorry any
blood had to be shed!'
Out stepped the boy, almost stumbling over
the prostrate forms on the ground, for neither
of them had dared to rise, since Jim had 1?iven
them to understand that if they attempted to do
so they would be shot. Wild promptly took
"charge of them. He relieved them of their
0
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weapons in a jiffy, and then ordered them to rise
to their feet, which they promptly did.
Our friends always carried some stout cord
with them, and Quickly producinir what he wanted
of this, the young deadshot was not Jong- in
bindinl?' the two men so they would have no
further use of their hands.
"Well, Jim," ne said, when he had done this,
as he nodded to ,his boy partner, "I reckon I
got caba-ht nappinl?'- But everything worked all
1·ight, even if I did. So you didn't let them surprise you, eh?"
"Not much, Wild," was the retort. "We hapvened to see them sneakin,a- toward us. I supvose if thev had not made a noise and called our
attention that way, they might have got a little
closer before we saw them. But they never could
have surprised us. We were ready and waitinJ?
for something to happen, and I'm sure we would
have been able to take care of ourselves."
"Good! Catamount Dick· showed he had more
brains than J thouirht he had. It was a put-uv
.iob of his. He was watching for us when we
rode up near his shanty and dismounted. and he
l?'Ot into the shanty without going through the
door, and then made ·t appear that he was goin~
out to set his tr-aps, so we would follow him
Quite a scheme, I must say."
Having told Jim enopgh for the present, Wild
went to the entrance and called out for Charlie
and Hop to fetch out their prisoner. The other
man was quite dead, for the scout had made no
mistake when he fired at him.
·
"Now then, boys," the younl?' deadshot said,
"we must l?'et hot on the trail of the redsluns
who escaped. One of them is the chief we want,
and I reckon we have got to get him.''
CHAPTER X.-The Capture of the Chief.
The tables had been turned completely upon
the villains, with the exception that the chief
who was wanted so badly had got away. Younl?
Wild West thought Quickly. and he was not Joni?
in settling upon a plan of action.
"Hop," he said, turning to the clever Chinee,
"vou l?'0 and get the horses. Charlie, you stav
here until he comes with them, and keep guard
upon th_e three prisoners. I am going to trv and
find Dog Foot. But before I go," he added, as
he turned and looked sha ply at the three men
who were standinl!." there helpless, "I reckon I
had better find out about where to look for them.
Catarnount Dick. you can probably tell me that."
"I don't know nothin' about it," the hunter answered, shaking his head.
"Yes, you do. Now you tell me where you think
he miirht b~ right away. If you don't I may
take a notion to put a bullet throug-h you, even
if you have got your hands tied behind you."
"Right over that way," and the vil]Jl.in turned
his head to indicate the direction.
"Is it verv far?"
"You kin· git 't here in about fifteen minutes if
you trot .along, I reckon."
"Come on, Jim," Wild said. though he had not
spoken of Dart going with him before. "I reckon
we'll l?'0 ahead on foot.''
"All right, Wild," was the reply, and then Jim
Dart followed the young deadshot awav throul!'.h.
the darkness.
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the direction the Indians had come
from , so he led the way until they got to some
h hrh ground about a hundred vards from the
entrance to the cave. Then Wild took the lead,
and proceeded on in the direction Catamount
Dick had told them the redskin village lay.
They found that it. was Quite a long way ~ff.
and full y fifteen minutes was soent in getting
over the level ground before the)' sighted a
camp-fire. Then they became very cautious. and
crept up until they were right at the edge of the
Yillai?:e of tepees. There were not many of the
latter, which told that the population could not
exceed more than fifty.
T he two took a 1?:ood look, and soon became
satisfied that if the chief was reallv there the
Indians were pretty g-ood actors. Finallv Wild
decided to go straight into the vil1ags and ask
about him, for he had heard that there were no
hostile redskins in the vicinity. Anyhow, it
was too close to the fort to find such a state of
things. He walked boldly among the te1)ees,
and the inhabitants of the village looked in surprise when they saw the \·oung- palefaces approaching. But, of course, Dog- Foot had not
been living there for some time, or he would
have been discovered bv the colonel's men.
However, Wild picked· out a couple of them and
began asking Questions. They declared their
ignorance of the whereabouts of Dog Foot, and
said they had not seen him in months.
Others were called i.rp and Questioned, but with
the same re. ult.
"I reckon Catamount Dick gave us wrong instructions, Jim," the young- deadshot said. "We
will have to go back and get our horses. Then
we'll try it again."
One of the Indians wanted to know what the
trouble was, hut Wild declined to irive anv information. They made their wav back and were
just in time to find Hol) returning with the
horses.
"Well, Hop ," the young cleadshot said, '.'vou
were very anxious to come with us tonight, so
you can have .a .io"b to attend to. I am going- to
leave you here with these three men, and I want
you to g-uarcl them until we return."
"Allee lig·ht. Misler Wild." was the cheerfu\
1·eply. "Me do lat velly goodee."
l\fountini?: their horses, the young deadshot and
his partners started away on what might be
called a blind trail.
It was a blind trail, sure enough, an I an allnight search revealed nothing as to the whereabouts of the missing chief. It was not until the
sun had been up nearly an hour that they came
upon a fresh trail. Spots of blood showed here
and there, and then they knew prett" well that
they were on the track of the Indians who had
made their el;icape. "They followed the trail for
nearlv half an hour, and when thev found it
turne·d and went back in the direction of the
fort thev knew they were pretty sure of catchinl?:
Dog Foot. At length, as thev were ascending a
1·ise, they came upon the bodv of a redskin .
An ex~mination showed that he had evidently
bled to ~leath from a wound he had received.
While thev were looking· at him the clatter of
hoofs sounded and Cheyenne Charlie looked up
and caught a!irht of three horsemen ridini:r furious,y away.
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"There they go," he shoute , and up went his
revolver.
Crack! crack! One shot sent an Indian rider
to the !/:round. while the other dropped the horse
that was being- ridden by Doir Foot.
"After them, boys! I'll take care of the·chief,,.
Young- Wild West shouted, bounding- forward on
foot.
The scout and Jim hurriedly mounted and fl:ave
chase to the others. while Youn2' Wild 'West
bounded forward as Quick as a flash. Havin2' no
chance to ride away, the chief rai ed the tomohawk threatenin)"('lv and dash¢ to meet the
young deadshot. At that very moment the sound
of a bugle was heard from behind some rocks
close at hand. Young Wild West heard it a.nd
knew what it meant, but it did not check him
from his intention. He ran on, intending to take
the chief alive. Up went the tomahawk, and
Dog Foot was ready to strike. He did strike
the next instant. too. but missed. Wild dodired
the blow aimed at his head with the tomahawk.
and then he leaped upon the chief. and, as Quick
as a flash . flung- him to the g-round.
At that very moment Arietta and the cavalrymen rode up. The assistance the cavalrvmen
were able to give just then was hardly needed.
:ffor Wild had Dog Foot at his mercy.
However, one of the men dismounted and ran
to the spot. and the villain was Quickly disai·med.
"What are you doing here. little girl t' the
young deadshot asked, in his cool and easv wav.
as he turned to meet his sweetheart as she dismounted.
"Well, I insisted on the colonel ordering- a detachment to come in search of you," was the
reply. "It was only bv luck that we carne upon
you, too, for we knew . nothing of your whereabouts until we heard the shots that were fired
just now. I did the scouting- for them. Wild,
for I was riding- -ahead at the time. I suppose
if thev had not done as I wanted them to we
woulrl ·have g-one in another direction. You have
.
g-ot the chief, Wild. anci I am glad."
"So am I, Et," and he embraced the 1?irl
rig-ht before the spectators present.
Explanations were soon made. anrl then the
start was made. and just then Charlie and Jim
rode in with the other two Indians, whom they
had captured without rlelay , after chasine- them
into a blinc! ravine. Then a short-cut was taken
to the soot where Hop had been left with the
othe1· prisoners. and reaching· there they found
evervthing- all riirht and the return was made to
the fort in due time.
There i. not much more to add to this storv.
Suffice it to say that Y oune- Wild received the
reward- for the capture of the chief. and that
Arietta was lauded to the skies for her ability
as a scout for the cavalry. Through her advice
the detachment had found not onlv Young Wilrl
West and his partners. jbut Dog Foot as well.
Later on our friends heard that the rest of the
counterfeiters were tried and convicted and
sentenced to terms of imprisonment. Of course.
the outfit of the counterfeiters was destroyed,
and the rest of the stuff taken proper care of bv
the Government officials.
Next week's is,:ue will contain ''Y:OUNG WILD
WEST AND THE LONE CABIN; or, THE
RAIDER~ OF THE GORGE.''
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A BOY FROM THE STREET
-Or.-

The W tif Who Became a Merchant
By DICK ELLISON
A Serial Story
CHAPTER IX.-(Contipued)
That both Cas.ev and his wife meant mischief
the boy was certain.
"I'll bet Hoolihan told ' the old woman where I
livE'd before so she could get the kid," he mused,
"and now she's trying to find out if I've got her
vet. Casey's down on me and he'll make a11 the
.
trouble he can, and so will his wife.~
He sent Tillie to a primary school m the neighborhood and Daisy Williamson also taught her on
the evenings that he ,yas at Phil's, being greatly
attached to the child.
On the same day that Casey called Butts came
in and asked:
"Say, don't you want a boy to mind the store
and woik fur yer?"
"I've got one boy," said Jack, "and if I wanted
another I wouldn't take you. It would take too
·much watching to see that you didn't steal everything in the place.''
"You won't make it 2:0 here.'' sneered Butts.
"You'll be sold out in a month."
"Well, don't think you'll buy the place. If yo"?,
want a job, why don't you work for Mrs. Casey?
"Ah, go on, she don't have ter keep no, app~~stand now; she's got a cop·ter take care o her.
"\Velf, I don't want you.''
""Well, dey ain't no harm in my comin' ter see
yer, is dere?" asked Butts.
"Yes, there is. I'd lose trade if folk saw you
hanging around, so you can go lo~f soi:ne other
place," said Jack, who saw Butts looking here
and there, and evidently trying to get a general
idea of the place.
"Ah, you're gettin' too high-toned,'' answere
Butts, with a sneer, but he went away, for all
that.
"Trying to size up the place to see how he could
sneak in, I'll bet," mused the boy. "Casey sent
him hete and the whole gang of them mean to do
me a mean trick, I'm sure. I'll be on the lookout
for them, and if Casey gets too funny, he'll be
looking for another job."
'Phat night Jack went to Phil's and spent a very
pleasant evening, although he met. Percy Dresser,
who treated him verv condescendin2:lv and made
one or two sly allusions which P.hil would have
resented had not the boy given him a quiet nbdge
.
·
to say nothing.
"I won't have that donkey making slurring remarks about my friends," said Phil, when he and
Jack were alofloe. "If he can't be decent to the
folks he meets here, he can stay away."
"Never mind the dude, Phil, I don't," said
Jack, quietly. "I know he dorit like me, but that's
nothing to fret about. He can't do me any
harm."
If Jack only knew it, the dandy was endeavoring
to do just that, but it is not likely that he would
have worried, even if he had known it.

.

That night, after Jack had let himself into tbit
store with his key, he felt something smooth upon
the latter when he removed it, and, taking it to
the light, examined it.
"Wax," he muttered. "Somebody's been trying
to get the make of the lock. H'm! I'll bet it's
Butts. Well, I'll fix him. It isn't likely he'll do
anything to-night, though."
He left a brighter light than usual in the store
ana k'~t his roo~ door open, and the next day
cj;langed the lock and also had two strong bolts
put on at the top and bottom.
He saw nothing of Butts nor of Casey that day,
but that night, after he had been asleep for some
time, he was awakened by feeling a soft _hand on
his face and by a gentle shake.
"What is it?" he asked, starting up.
'(Sh! Don't make a noise, Jack Spratt," he
heard Tillie say, and then he made out the child's
form in her white Jtight-dress standing by hi!f
bed.
"Somebody's trying to get into the store. I
heard 'em rattling the key.''
Jack got up, opened his door carefully a short
distance, and peered out.
There was some one at the door, and it was not
a policeman trying the lock, either.
"Don't you be afraid, sis," he said in a whisper.
"They can't get in. I've got a new Jock and
there's a couple of bolts that I didn't have before.
Somebody's got a surprise party this evening, and
it isn't me.''
"Why didn't they come earlier if they wanted
to give you a party?'' asked the child, simply.
"Oh, that isn't their style," said Jack, putting
·o n his trousers and shoes. "You go back to bed
like a good girl and don't worry. Maybe it's somebody wants to buy something. I'll look after him.''
Jack drop d to the floor and crept cautiously
into the sto1·e, keeping out of the light and advancing as rapidly as possible, in the hope of ascertaining who the intruder was.
The noise at the lock ceased, and Jack saw that
there wa no one at the door, but in a few moments there came a sudden crash and a heavy
stone came hursting through the front window,
shivering the glass and falling upon the floor.
Jack sprang to his feet in an instant and
dashed to the door, being just in time to see a
figure go flying dc,wn the street which he was
sure was that of Butts.
"He found he couldn''t get in and so he smashed
the window for me," he muttered. "All right,
Mr. Butts. I'm not out any, for the gl:!ss is insured, but if I see you again I'll have you arrested quicker'n scat!"
Tillie came running out to see what the matter
was, but Jack sent her off to bed and boarded up
the window with f111it crates and barrels, and
then ma9e a brighter fire anct left a stronger light
going.
In the morning he had the glass put in and lettered, and also notified the police to look for Butts,
whom he described.
"If I ·coudld trace the thing to Casey, it would
make trouble for him/' hP mused, "but I hardly
think he would be such a fool. Still, when a man
thinks only of how to harm a fellow, he's pretty
likely to do foolish things.''
Jack wos on the lookout, but he saw nothing'
eithn of Butt1, or th .. r.,.seys for several days.
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He did not lessen his vigilance, lwwever, and
resolved to seize Butts the first time he saw the
young scoundrel, and accuse him of having broken
the glass.
There was a holiday soon after this, and Jack
closed his store in the middle of the forenoon,
having promised to spend the day with Phil.
He took Tillie and together they started for the
#
'''illiamson house.
They had ~!most reached t't when Jack saw
a fine
wearing
sonfe one come down the stoop,
overcoat and hat, which he at once recognized as
belonging to Phil.
The person coming down the steps was not
Phil, however.
Below the coat Jaclc saw a very shabby pa.ir of
trousllrs and a pair of badly broken shoes, and
what was more, he recog-nized the face under the
:Oat.

The parson on the stoop saw some one coming,
and came down the steps on the run, but Jack
was too quick for him.
He -raced ahead, caught the fellow before he
pa. sed iJ,e fourth house from the Williamson's,
tore the coat from his back, seized him by the
collar and cried:
"I've got you this time, Mr. Butts!"

CHAPTER X.-Butts Is Disposed of.
"You lell(J?:O me!" snarled Butts, tryinl?' to 1?et
away. "I'm takin' th' coat to the man's to have
it fixed."
"And you thou1?ht it more convenient to wear
it than to carry it, did you?" asked Jack. "This
other one, too? Is that to be reoaired also?''
Butts had on another coat unde Phil's, and,
sticking- from the pockets of this , were a pair of
"eal 1?loves, two heavy silk mufflers and ~ lady's
fur tippet.
"Yare, soitenly; you ast de man," said Butts.
"I'll wait fur vouse."
"I don't think you will," said Jack. "Hello,
·
officer!"
There was a police serg-eant passing the cor11cr at that moment and Jack hailed him, at the
:sfl "'" time tightenini.r his i.rrip upon Butts.
The latter, seeini.r that he was likely to be arr estHI, suddenly drew his arms out of the stolen
cr,ats aJJd then, turning- Quickly, dashed down
the avenue.
As it happened, however, be ran right into
the arms of a stout man who had seen Jack
i;··;,e him and was now hurrvinl!' forward to see
w bat was the matter.
He $eized the runaway, and as Jack, Tillie and
th" noliceman came up, he asked:
"Do you want thi.;! fellow?"
'·Ye!-," said Jack. "I caug-ht him running away
wit h these two coats. I know the owners. They
will identify them."
"I guess I 'll have to take yez both in," said
the police official, who was no other than Casey.
"Yez wor both in it, I'm thinkin'."
"Dat's rig-ht, he was , an' he didn't wanter divvv
up," said Butts, unhesitatingly.
"You're a story-t eller," said Tillie, indignantly.
" Don't you dare t o take Jack Spratt u p," to the
police ser.1teant. "You're a horrid man, and I
won't let y9u take him up."

Just now P hil Williamson came running- down
the stoop and coming up said:
I've been waiting for you.
"Hello. Jack.
What's ttie trouble?"
· "Whose coats are these?" asked Jack.
" Why, one is mine and the other is dad's.
Those are my .1doves, too, and that's Daisy's
•
tippet."
"This fellow was runninit awa\· with them, and
I caught him. You're sure they're yours?"
.. "Certainly. You'll find my name in the pocket.
Look there. Mr. Morgan," to the stout man."
"All right, Phil," said the latter, and he found
thing-s just as Phil had said.
"That's all right," saitl Jack. "I wahted youto make the investigation. This man," indicating
Casey, "was inclined to doubt my word."
Several persons nov· joined the g-roup, among
them a patrolm.a,n, and to the latter Jack said:
"Officer, I ' charg,e this boy with stealinl?' these
coats. I saw him runninR' down the steps of Mr.
Williamson's. I won't upset the dignitv of Mr.
Casey by asking him to ma'ke the arrest."
Case~· knew well enough that Jack would not
trust him to do so, fearing- that he would allow
Butts to escape, and he now walked away, saying-:
"Arrest him, Robinson, but make the young
.
fellv go wid ye to make the charll(e."
The officer knew Phil and said that it was not
necessary for him to go to the station. but the
boy insisted.
Tillie corroborated Jack's evidence, Phil identified his property and Butts was held to await
trial on the following day, much to his disgust.
Then they all returr.ed to Phil's, and Tillie was
taken in charge by Daisy, while Jack and Phil
went 'to the latter's den to enio v a Quiet chat,
such a s all boys like at times.
"I'm sure Butts was the fell ow who broke my
window the other nii.rht," said J a ck, "but as he
is likely to g-et a good term for this busineru •
I won't say an ything- about it. We will be well
rid of him when he l?Oes."
"Yes," said Phil, "but there are others bes ide
Butts who would like to do you harm, and YOU
must look out for them. Never mind them now,
thoug-h. I want to show you mv foreig-n stamus.
I've ll(Ot five or six thousand of them and some of
them are Quite rare."
He g-ot down the album, put it on a table, a ncl
was beginning- to show them to Jack · when Percy
Dresser came in without knocking, and said:
" Do you want to g-o to the matinee, Phil!
It must be stupid to stay in the house all d!y."
"I was thinking that Jack and I miirht g-o after
dinner."
"Oh," said Percy, oaying no attention to J'ack.
"'tou've met Jack," said Phil, reddenin'.I?. "Why
don't you speak to him ? "
"Do you still keep up that child's plav of
collecting- stamps?" drawled Per \'. "I shouhl
think you were too old for that now."
"Here are some beauties." said Phil. il?'Ilorin ll'
his cousin. "They are the 1856 issue of British
Guiana and are fine specimens. They're cancelled, you see, and have been in actual use.
Those three stamps with the ship on them are
worth a hundred dollars aniece."
(To be con!inued.)
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GOOD READING
FINES FOR BOBBED HAIR
In a town near San Paulo. Brazil, the Mayor
decreed that any barber cutting a -woman's hair
without permission from the father, hu band or
the male member of the family having authority
over her would be fined 50 milreis (about $6).
SANCTUARIES FOR ARCTIC ANIMALS
The French Minister of Colonies has set aside.
by executive decree, a number of islands owned
by France in the Antarctic regio;i as game
sanctuaries for polar bears. walrus. sea lions and
other animals. The protected area includes the
islands of Crozet, St. Paul and Amsterdam,
Adelia Land and the Antarctic Coast between
Doigt de Sainte Anne and Port aux Lapins.
TO FOIL THE MAILBOX THIEF
A favorite trick of the letter-box thief is to
flsh through the slot with a niece of string,
on the end of which is a weight smeared with
adhesive that sticks to the letter. , says Popular
Science.
To foil his eff<Yrts tnere recentlv has been
devised this screen of steel prongs screwed inside the box .iust above the slot. The prongs
make it practically impossible to pull a letter
throuirh the $)ot, a\though it is easy enough f or
the po tman to insert the letter.
, NEW PORTABLE GIANT SEARCHLIGHT
AccordinJ? to a statement by the Sperry Gyroscope company the concern is now able to turn
out a searchlight of 1,200,000,000 candle power
wl1ich is able to pick out an airplane in good
weather at a distance of 30,000 feet. The new
searchlight weighs onl y 1,500 pounds, making it
prnctically portable. It can be set in the ground
and surrounded with sand hairs so that it will
be almost impossible for an airplane to bomb it.
In addition to its portabilitv the new light can
be controlled electrically at a disfa.ice, so that
its operators will not be blinded bv its glare.
A WONDERFUL CURIOSITY
One of Colorado's greatest curiosities is the
petrified stump of a gigantic redwood tree. Thi
stump, which is in an almost perfect state of
petrification, i. located at Florissant, uot far from
the great gold-producing regions of Cripple
Creek, Colorado. Although ever since the first
exploration of Colorado numberless people have
taken speciments from this stump, airirre.e :ating
many tons, it is still estimated to weigh fort~·four tons. To Jrive a better idea of its size.
it may be well to state that it is 20 f eet in diameter and 10 feet l1igh. There have been many
attempts to dig it up and place it on exhibition.
the last being- a scheme to exhibit it at the Jrreat
Exposition at St. Louis in 1904. Owing to its
,rreat weight, however, this had to be abandoned,
and it still lies half-buried in the ground at
F.lorissant, a,; there are no railway car;:; capable
t>f carrying- anything near its weiJrht. What
l)erhaps makes it more of a curiositv is the

fact that this Rocky Mountail1 re.d on is a country
of small trees. and that there are no giant redwo'?ds within a thousand miles of this stumpwhich ~oes to show that nature has changed
the entire vegetable growth of this section as
nothin_g- requiring- the semi-tropical heat of a
redwood tree would grow at this altitude now.
THE ABNORMALITY OF CRDIINALS
Less than one-third of the prisoners in the
Texas Penitentiai·y are mentally normal. and
o~ly 11 per cent. are free f\·om obvious physical
disease or defect. These facts are 1·eported bv
the _National Committee for Mental Hygiene followmg- a survey of conditions in the penal institutions of Texas made ~ the request of the
State.
The committee urires a medical and psychiatric
clinic for studv and treatment of offend.ers, better hospital facilities and a training school. It
also urges that prisoners be given indeterminate
sentences. so that they may be relea eel when
they a1·e rehabilitated and are judged ready to
become useful members of society.
"Psychiatry," sa:v~ the committee, "does not
subscribe to hali-baked theories of pseudoscientists like those who recently ascribed all
crime to 'emotional insanity.' which has its seat
in the brain, which is inherited and incurable.
and can only be prevented by sterilization.
Neither does it subscribe to the maudlin sent:mentalism which would have no one locked up or
punished. The psychiatrist does maintain that
the mental and physical condition of the prisoner
has a g-reat deal to do with his conduct and that
an effort must be made to understand his mind
and personality before sound correctional treatment can be administered.
"Experts who have studied the penal situation
believe that constructive criminology has reached
such a knowledge of the criminal and his rehabilitation that we may safely and wiselv make
" investments in builclinirs, apparatus and personnel. Additional expense in the interests of
crime prevention is true economy in the lonll
run."
The committee's report says that the ma.iorit:v
of the Texas prisoners are under thirty years of
a_ge and that much can be done t~ remould the
personalities of young- offenders ;nto socially
acceptable forms.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
· POWER DEVELOPED BY CRYING BABIES
When a baby cries it means hard labor for himpelf as well as ior his afflicted parents. Drs. J. R.
Murlin, R. E. Conklin and M. R. March of the
University of Rochester have been conducting
careful measurements of the energy used up by
crying babies, and they find that the metabolism,
or rate of food use. by crying babies is markedly
higher than that of infants contentedly cooing
or sleeping in thl'l.ir cribs. Crying 1 per cent, of
the time increases the use of energy I per cent.:
so that if a baby cried all the time 1t would double
its ene1·gy requirements and hence the amount of
food it would need.
Assuming that a child could keep up such a
distressing performance for a day and a night
doctors calculated that on this basis this imagine
long-time squaller could develop enough power
to lift himself to the top of the Washington
Monument.

"MISS LIBERTY" ~IUSTERED OUT
Th.e Statue of Liberty iil at present und'ergoing
the overhauling it gets once every three year»,
and in about ten days "Miils Liberty" will receive
an honorable discha1·ge Hom the army, after
being cla,;sed hy the government as a 'soldier for
thirty-nine years.
She has been regarded on the government account books as part of Fort Wood on Bedloe's
ls.land, but by di1ection of President Coolidge she
is to have a budget of her own from now on. Her
former comrades in B company, lGth Infantry,
will be classed separately as her g-, _ _,l and retinue.
The overhauling will cost $6,000 and is confined
to the interiot· of the statue, mostly to painting
iron work, which is said to rust three times as
fast in salt air as in fresh. Salt air, however,
has given "Miss Liberty" her present seagreen
complexion. It has oxidized her copper and given
her a weatherproof coating which her guardians
say 'Yill make her last forever, or a s long as stone
and metal endure.
The 252 flood lights usea to illuminate the statue at night cost about $100 a month, accordin'g
to The Associated Press. The government appropriated $3,711.46 this year for the statue and
made a separate appr•priation for maintaining
the army post.

LAUGHS
"1\-Iy face i:1 my fortune." said the blushingmaid. "And it's counterfeit at that." muttered
the young man who had observed that the blush
was permanent:
Mrs. Young-bride-What small eg-gil! GrocerYes-s, thev are; but I'm sure I don't know the
reason. Mrs. Youngbrioe-Thev took them out
of the nest too soon. I suppose.
Brother-Why all this talk about divided skirts
for bicycling-? Can't you irirls ride in ordinary
dresses? Sister-The idea! Ordinarv dresses
wouldn't attract any attention at all.

SN AKE CHAR~UNG
The secrets of snake-charming are much simpler
"I'm selling- a book on beauty, mum," he bethan most people imagine. The snakes. to be han- 11:an, "but. really, I fear vou do . not need such
dled are gorged with food until they become · an article." "Never mind," said the lady. with a
drowsy, or else they are drugged so that theit· pleased smile, "I'll take one, anyhow."
senses are dazed. Sometimes they are kept in
ice boxes, and the cold puts them in a semitorpid
Domestic-Where shall I take this prescripcondition. In handling the reptile, the hand must tion, mum? Mrs. Sharpeye-Anywhere except to
always grasp it at certain places where the ~ead Pillbox & Co's. Their g-oods are not fresh. I
can be guided and held from the body-. This 1s bought a postage stamp of them yesterday, a:i.d
the hardest thing to learn, but, like everything it was last year's issue."
else, it comes with 1nactise. By dint of dexterity
and strength, the nake is easily passed from one
Old Lady (irritably)-Here. boy, I've been
band to the other, and is allowed to coil about the
some time to be waited on. Drug-1?ist
body. The snake charmer, however, mu,-t always waiting
Boy-Yes. ma'am. What can I do for vou? Old
be on the alert. When the snake becomes too Lady-I
want a stamp. Drugg-ist Boy- Yes,
lively, it is put back in the ice box. In handling ma'am. Will
you have it licked or unlicked?
a reptile with the fangs in one requires gre.it
,
strength, as the strain on the system during the
. "Yes, I may say I have an ideal husband." "An
performance is very considerable. The grasp and
movements must be precise and accurate. There Apollo for looks, a Chesterfield for manners."
is no room for hesitancy or uncertainty. Most of rhapsodized the girl. '"Those thing-s don't count
the snakes handled, however, are harmless, so far in husband,. mv ,!ear. Mine sta,·s fairlv sober
and bring-s most of hb "alary home."
as poisoning is concerned
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POINTS Of: .NTEREST
ANTS DEMOLISH HOUSES
case of dumb brnte mistreatment" handled by
Th ~"e is a lal'ge part of Northern Australia them in fifty years, and asserted they would make
wheL wooden 'houses never last Jong, for if they ~very effort to get both a fine and jail sentence
are built they are eaten. The whole of the wood- fo .· Joseph. The case is set for Long Island· Cit.;
work is chewed to pulp by white ants, and the · court, and if the chal'ge is upheld Joseph may
house becomes a mere shell, with walJs on thicker be fined from $1 to $100 and sent to jail for from
than paper. When a storm comes it fall s flat. one day to one year.
According to Agent U. S. Westervelt, the bears,
e;111aciated and crippled from the cramped posiORIGIN OF BOOTLEGGER
t10n they had to hold so long, werk found in .Louis
"Bootlegger" is an American term dating back Ruhe's animal park in Queens Boulevard, near
to pioneer days when the sale of whisk y, which Calvary Cemetery, Woodside, in the same heavy
was formerly sold -without restriction in groce,ry wooden crates that housed them on the trip here
and other stores, was first regulated. In order from Germany and England last fall.
These crates l'anged from 21 inches wide, 3 feet
to escape the cost of licenses, 1yen made a busiuess of selling· whisk y by the drink from bottles high and 4 feet long to 34 inches wide, 32 inches
·
carried on their person. High leather boots were high and 40 inches long..
tl1en worn b y many men and the bootle_g· was
found to be a convenient place to hide a bottle
of whisky. The so-called "top boots" were very ·GIGANTIC WINDMILL AS POWER GENcommon footgear up to 45 years ago, both for
ERATOR
men and b'lys. So it was that the bootleg came
Anton Flettner, the German inventor of the
into notice on the person of the illicit whisky
vendor, and they were dubbed "bootleggers," and rotor ship, is planning a gigantic windmill dethe term has come down to us and has been ex- signed on aero-dynamical principles, which will
tended to include any person dealing in intoxi- be some 300 feet in diameter, mounted on a tower
cating liquor in violation of the prohibition laws. 650 feet high, higher than the Washington Monument and nearly a s tall a s the ·woolworth Building.
ASCENSION ISLAND
This immense structure for obtaining power
Ascension, an island of volcanic· Ol'igin, ,which from the wind will not make use of the Flettner
has an area of about 34 squal'e miles, is situated rotating cylinders, such as used on the rotor ship,
in the South Atlantic, 700 miles northwest of St. but will have two large wings 9r prnpeller blades
Helena, which is 1,200 miles from the West coast . so constructed that they will obtain the most out
of Africa. Formerly it was under the control of the moving air, according to the reports that
and jurisdiction of the Lords Commi ssioners of have reached New York recently.
The famous Flettner rudder which is used for
the Almiralty of Great Britain, but in 1922 it was
annexed to the Colony of St. Helena and its ad- steering both ships and airplanes will be used to
ministration was transferred to the Co~nial Of- keep the prop.e llers at the most efficient angle for
fice. Ten acres of ground were cultivated to pro- the particular wind velocity. The cross-sections
vide fruits and vegetables for the garri son, which of the wings will resemble those u sed on air-has been withdrawn. There is a sanitarium on planes and they ,viii be designed so as to decrease
Gl'een Mountain (a mountain 2,820 feet in height) to a minimum the air pressure on the rear side
.
for sailors whose health has been impaired by of the driving wing.
The proposed windmill is striking in size, but
sel'vice on the coast. ln 1918 the population has
was about 250. The island receives mail and is it is also unic{ue in the method of g,enerating
·connected with other places Jy telegraph. The power. Instead of having the large wheel geared
island is the r esort of sea turt1es, which lay their to a single electric generator, it is planned to
eggs in the sand between the months of January mount a small high-speed windmill on the tip of
and May and it is, also, the haunt of the sooty each propeller . arm. These auxiliary windmills
terns, which lay their eggs about every eight will actually generate the power by directly drivmonths. Wild goats, i'abbits and parti·idges a r e ing generators. Flettner claims that the rotation of the large wheel will multiply the velocity
·found on the island.
of the small windmills to such an extent a s to increase immensely the amount of the voltage of the
MAN ACGUSED OF KEEPING 21 BEARS
electric current obtained.
IN TINY CAGES
The huge structure that would support the 300The American Society for the Prevent ion of foot propellers · presents a very difficult engineerCruelty to Animals, Madison Avenue and 26th ing problem and it is a problem of major design
Street, New Yor k, announced service of a sum- to ma.ke the windmill wheel itself structurally
mons on Ellis Stanley Joseph, Au stralian im- safe a.nd strong. The reason for such a high
porter of animals, chal'ging him with keeping tower is said to be that the ·winds are steadier at
twenty-one Polar bears confined seven months in such heights.
No estimates of cost are contained in the inforcages so small the bears could not turn around
, and in many instances were unable even to stand mation published in Ge1·man, nor is it indicated
whether actual · construction of the windmill is
e1·ect.
Officials of the society_declared it was the "wol'st contemplated.
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HERE AND THERE
SO"ME EARLY EXPERIMENTS IN AERONA UTIC8
The inception of the ioea of the balloon and the
rigid ~irship has .been a " ·awed by at least one
authonty to Roger Bacon, English philosopher
(1214-12l.l4), who seems to have been the first to
l'e~lize the principle,, of aerostation as apart froro
av1at10n, ,,ays the National Aeronautic Association P.eview.
He suggested "a large hollow globe . . .:ijlled
wit_h 'ethereal air_ or liQuid fire' " with mechanism
which may put .. rn mot1011 some arc1nctal wmgs. '
Mendoza (1303-1575) sugg·ested that metal or
A GREAT DISCOVERY
other ~odies :filled with '·etner," which "can be
volume of our impure
-The finding at Ur of the Chaldees of a great made lighter than an equal
air.·•
sandstone sculptured stela oi; monument of the air," would float in the
Favorinus, who died in 1537, wrote of the elKing Un-Engur, who ruled Babylon in 2300 B. C.,
leg·ed flight .of Archytas's (282-212 B. C.) pigeon
wa~ announced.
According to a statement issued by the Univer- as havmg been "put in motion by hidden and insity of Pennsylvania Musewn, Sir Frede1·ick G. closed air."
John Wilkins, Bishop of Chester, in 1638 in disKenyon, director of the British Museum, and Dr.
l\Ius.:um, who are conducting a joint expedition cussing the various possibilities of fii,ght 'affirms
in ths buried city of Abraham, regard the stela the :,uggestion of Mendoza but says that ~Iendoza
as one of the '\greatest pieces of art known to got the idea from Albertus de Saxonia of 1350.
Lauretus Laurus, in 1650, suggested that
man and the most important archaeological object
Archytas could have made his device fly had he
ever found in Mesopotamia."
It was uncovered by workmen under C. Leonard made_ use of the lifting force of a gas, for he
·wooley, head of the expedition financed by the two mentions that the_ shells of eggs, "if properly filled
museums, and the inscriptions were read by Dr. and secured agamst the penetration of air an<l
Leon Legrl\in, curator of the Babylonian section exposed to solar rays, will ascend to the skies."
Then came Francesco Lana, Jesuit priest of
of the University museum, who is in Ur.
The stela or slab is five feet wide and fifteen It.aly, ~ramatist and scientist, who printed in
feet high, carved on both sides with a series of 1670 his famous treatise on the "Aerial Ship."
Lana proposed an airship sustained by four
historical and sym bolic scenes arranged in hori- ·
zontal bands of unequal height . The announce- hollow coppe1· vacuum balls, each 25 feet in diameter and 1-225 of an inch in thickness thus affordment said:
"Aside from the artistic value, its historical im- ing a total ascensional 'force of 'abnut 2 650
\\IJuld be' the
portance is far-reaching-, as it contains pictures pounds, of which some 1,620 pounds
in stone of the building of the Zigeart, the tower wei.1?ht of the copper she.Jls, leaving- 1,030 pounds
of, Ur, similar to the, tower of Babel, several like- for the weight of the car, passengers' etc. The
nesses of the king, Ur-Engur, founder of the third difficulty of securing sufficient strength to withas•
dy1fasty of Ur, and the only representation of stand the pressure of the atmosphere, Lana
N annar, the moon god, ever found. Prior to the sumed, would be met by the domed form of the
discovery, it was not known whether this early surface. However, he was doomed to dfaappointBabylonian god was a person, animal 01· a syn'lbol ment, and the practicability of this idea still re,,
mains to be demonstrated.
of divinity.
. De Gusman, or Gusmo~, a Brazilian p~·iest, was
"In addition, the earliest representation of
angels is contained in the marvelous carvings gJven a monopoly of an· transportation by the
made by some unknown a1ti,5t who produced the ;Ki~g- ~f P(!rtugal in 1709 in recognition of his
monument 4,200 years ago. The stela, in all rnvent1on of a 11ymg machrne. History doe,- seem
probability, was the lJride of Ur when Abraham to how that he covered a wicker basket with
paper which "elevated itself as high as the Tower
lived in the city.
"•The scene 1·epresents Ur-Engur receiving the of Lisbon,"· and it ha been presumed that hot air
divine instructions from the moon god to erect was the agency.
- It remained, however, for Etienne and Joseph
the great Zigg·art. Nannar, the god, is seated on
his throne, while Nin-Gal, his consort, al;;o is rep- Montgolfier to demonstrate the possibilities of balresented receiving- homage of the king-. Ur-Engur looning. These brothers were the sons of Peter
is depicted carrying va-i:ious tools to lay the first Montgolfier; a paper manufacturer of Annonay,
bricks and shows that the compass, architects' France. They started to experiment with large
lines and rods were known in these early days. papel" bags under which they burned chopped
Views of men at work n the towei:, captives, straw. Though success immediately resulted in
minor gods, sacrifices and angels comprise the these experiments, it is interesting to note that
various registers in almost a motion picture it was some time before the brother realized that
method of pri!sentaeion. The insc1·iptions tell of the real source of the lifting power was due to the
the building of the tower and of the canals dug heating of teh air within the bags and not the •
&moke with which they sought to fill them.
throughout Babylon by the king."
COLORED TREES
carried
negotiations now pending ar
through, Machias, Me., will have the distinction
of being the first place on the American continent to introduce the production of coloi;ed hard
wood. This i,rocess, a German invention, has revolutionized the coloring and finishing of hard
wood. It consists of feeding a color _chemic-.! to
the tree in ths spring of the year as soon a,; the
sap begins to find its way up from the root .

If
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FROM ALL ·POINTS

Stories About Fred Fearnot
We can still supply the following numbers of the
"Fred Fearnot" stories:
Price 8 Cents Each
,336 Fred r'<'nrnot's SPnr<'h for Smith; or, Tl1e Man Who
1337

"

1338 "
1339 "
1340

"

1341

"

1342

"

n43

..

1:JH

"

J!Wi

"

13411 "
!3·17 "
134$ "
rn49 "
J:)50 "
J:J!il

"

J3ij2
13!\3

"
"

13:;4

"

l :l:,"> "
13:;6 "
13;;7
13-,S

"
"

1:w!)

"

131\0 "

<'onl<l Not Be Founfl.
At the Fair: or, Shaking Things Up at Shagtown.
Hunt<'d: or, A Plot Tl1at Wa~ Hara t0 Solve.
and the Boy Boxer; or, Giving a Pugilist
Points.
Temperance P toy: or, Fighting Drink with the
Drama.
DPnth Slide; or, Down the Great Mountain
Flume.
Cnll by Wireless : oi:, the Friend Who. Played
him false .
nn,1 thP Qu<'l'r QunrtPttP; or, Jim. Jack, Jop
and J.-.rr .v.
nnd the Girl '.l"elegrapher; or, Fighting the
Trnln Thieves.
Tr:v for Goal: or. Winning In tbe Last Moment.
Indlnn Boy: or Civilizing II Savnge.
G1·Pnt f'arrlflce ! or, All for U1e Sake of a
FrlPnd.
nnd '"l'irf'rl Tim": or. 'l'hP T,•zlest Boy In Town .
Foothall GlnntA: or, Hnndllnll a Benvy Line.
F..-nlorin,::- Trip: or, A Week In the Crystal
('aves.
·
nn<l the Fnr Hunters; or, A Trip to Hudson's
Ray.
Lon,:: Pns•: or. ThP Play That Pnzzlerl All.
an,1 the "Dutrh Flyer": or, Up Against the
Champion Sknter.
Jllv s tlc Mn~k: or, The Hlndoo's S.trnnge War11lnf!.
t're c,1ttn: or. 'l'l1P FasteRt Bont on thP T,nkP
and thP Rov l\lllllonnlre: or, On the Roni!
to Ruin.
Hock"" Wh111 PrR: or, A Hot Gnrne on tbe lcP.
FfvP-:\filn 1'\Jftlp: or, Tbe TobOl?i\':ln In the
Mountains.
WPrk of nnn,::-er: or, Dealing wltb the Wbart
Gnni,:.
In the Gym: or, Wlnter, Sport with College
Jloys.
~
.
nn<l thP "Rurled Gold: or, Flghtlni\' the Mexican
Bandlt•.
Ornan Voy8ge: er, Tbe Mystery or Stnteroom
No. 10. ·
Hnndred -:lll]p JlncP: or, Ten HourR on SkateR.
nnrl the Shipping Clerk; or, Snvinil' nn Bonrst
lloy.
n 1111 "lTarcl T,urk Harry"; or, Tbe IIOJ" Who wns
Alw8)'8 In 'l'rouhlP.
Lightning Drive: or, The Champions of tbe
Rink.
and tl1e Indian Qnee11; or, The "Bnd" Men of
the Trnd lnJ? PoM.
CtoSR C'ountrv Run: or, Winning- the Great
Pape·r C'hnsP. ,
Trnlnlnl!' Trip: or. In tbe South with a Bnsehnll Nine
nnrl T,lttlp Dick: or, Tbe Trials of n Poor
Worklnl!' Roy .
JlnsPhRll flinntR: or. W inn in I!' thP OpPning

CROSSING OCEAN ALONE
In a twenty-five foot dory-sloop, Half Moon,
Eustace B. Maude, seventy-seven, sailed from
Puget Sound bound for England. He will attempt
the voyage alone.
From Cape Flattery he will tack well out to
sea and not venture near land until close to Balboa, the Pacific portal of the Panama Canal, The
sloop has provisions for 100 days, canies fifty
gallons of gasoline and the same amount of fresh
water. Commander Maude expects to reach the
British Isles in sixty days. He will sleep by day
and sail the craft at night.
AUTOS KILLED 22 CHILDREN
IN N. Y. STATE IN MARCH
Automobiles killed twenty-two children and in- .
jnrecl 910 in New York State in March, according
to the State Motor Vehicle Bureau. In the same
period 424 persons listed as "jay-walkers"· were
struck down by automobiles and 625 others were
hit.
"Of the twenty-two children killed," says the ·
report, "five were hitching rides. In other cases
the victims were playing outright in the streets
or had run from the sidewalk!" on which they had
been playing. It is very evident from these figures that the lives of mo~t of the children could
have been saved if they had been impressively·
instructed in keeping out of the roadways."
The Bureau announces it has requested the cooperation of local authorities in a drive against
the reckless walker as well as reckless driver.

DO YOU KNOW?
THAT 21,000,000 letters went to the Dead Letter
1362 "
Office last year?
,
THAT 803,000 parcels did likewise? ·
13/l:l ''
! 304 ·•
THAT 100,000 letters go into the mail yearly in
perfectly blank envelopes?
l 3~6 ·'
THAT $65,000.00 in cash is removed annually
1367 "
from misdirected envelopes?
·
THAT $12,000.00 in postage stamps is found in
l :l6R "
similar fashion?
1300 "
-THAT $3,000,000.00 in checks, drafts and money
orde1·s never reach intended owners?
J3i0 "
THAT Uncle Sam collects $92,000.00 a year in
1:r.1 "
postage for the return of mail sent to the Dead
Letter Office?
1372 "
THAT it costR Uncle Sam $1,740,000 yearly to
(;alllP.
• 1373 " Jloy T.!tP -Savprs: or. Brn"P Work On the
look up addresl'es on misdirected mail?
Rench.
THAT 200,000,000 letters are given this service,
1371 .. nt T,0111> Pi11P: or Tl1e )fygtf''r)' of tl11> :l[oonsblne
rnm1,
and.
Plnylnl? thf' Game: or, Ont With His New Nine.
THAT it costs in one city alone $500.00 daily?
Roncl Ri<lers : or. Rustling With Ron!?hR.
and the Ratt1>ry Boys; or, A!tPr thP Whnrt R ats.
AND DO YOU KNOW?
('J,.,-pr C'11r,·,·~: or R f'ntinj!' Ont th" R At~mPn .
J~lnnd i\fv stPrr: or, rnmpinJ? i,, C:111:1.<l n.
THAT
thil'
va,t
sum could be rnved and the Dead
" Tlor ,!nrw•l : or, Tlrlnglng Ont n Yonn!? T'ilrbrr.
"Letter Office abolii:.hed if each piece of mail ca1·Hnrrl Pnll: or. ,,inninr: thP f:in!?IP f:rnll• .
1·ied a return address, and if each pa1·cel were
" Among thP Poor: or, ThP nn r~ f:lrlP or J.ifP.
wrapped in stout paper and tied with strong
An;r of tlte nbo, ~ number• will be nrnllNl to you
cord?·
1'911la1t4' fr t-t-, upon r('-('f'ipt of the nrkf' ln money. or
MORAL: Eve1·y man knm.,·s his own address if
.-,.tKJ; t" Mf Un l JHJ,
not that of hiB corre:;;pondent.
11 .<I.RR\ ' 'E. WOL1,'F, Pl''BLTSHY.R, JNC.,
166 "'psf 23rd Str~Pl.
PUT IT I~ THE UPPER LEFT HAND
1361

"
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LITTLE .· ADS
Write to Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 530 B roadway, New York City, or 29
East Madison Street, Chicago , for particulars about advertising in this magazine
AGENTS WANTED
A.GENTS- WRITE FOR FREE SAIIIPLES.

Sell Madison· "Better-Made" shirts tor
large Manufacturer, direct to wearer. No
capital, or experience required. Many ea ru
$100 weekly and bonus. l\Iadison Mfgrs. ,
503 Broadway, New York.
~ 6 T0-$5G- ,VEEKLY~i-n_y_o_u_r_s_1,-a-re-"'til,--ne
doing special ad,·ertising work among
the families ot your city. No experience
necessary. Write today for full particulars. American P,roducts Co .. 24.70 Americnu 13ldg., Cincinnati. Obio.
BIG MONEY a11d fast sales e'"ery owner
buys ' gold initials for "his auto. You
charge $1.50, make $1.41 profit. 10 orders
daily, -ea,i;y. Samples and information free.
·w o r I d l\I o n' o g r am Co., Dept. J'O,
~ewark, N. J.
NEW CAJ\IERA takes and finishes photos
in one minute. M;ake monev selling cnn1~

eras, or taking photos. Exclusive te;rrit.ory.
Crown Co., Dept. 967, Norwalk, Conn.

HELP WANTED
DETECTIVES

NEEDED

EVERYWHERE.

Work home or. travel, experience unnecessary. Write George R. Wagner, former
Govt. Detective, 1968 Broadwa y, N. Y.

.SILVERING Mirrors. French p late. Easily
learned; immense prollts. Plans tree. Wear
Mirror Works, Excelsior Sprin11:s, Mo.

PERSONAL

ARE YOU LONf~S Ol\IE?

Write Betty Lee,

Inc., Dox 820 Cit.r Hall Station, New York
City. StAmp appreciated.

HUNDREDS s<'rklng marriagf'. If sincere
euclose st,unp. l\lrs. F. ,vrnard. 2928
Bt·oadway, Chicai;o, Illinois.
LONELYIIEAii'l'S-=I have a sweetbea,:t for
you. Exchange letters: make new trlends.
Efficient. conftdential and dignified service.
Members even·wbl're. Eva Moore, Box 908,
Jacksonv11le, Florida.

A RE you as successful as you

.t1. could be - if you had some

other occupation?
- ,
Many a man fights gamely all his life
for success-and fails because he has the w10ng row to hoe.
Don't make this mistake! If you have been
making it- quit I Find out NOW what you can
do best and tackle that-before it is too late.

Our expert vocational counselors, employing latest
acientiflc method which eliminates all gueas work,
will sho w you what occupation you are best fitted for,
and a uide you step by step unt1l you s ucceed.

W'ritd for /re~ information Tod.au

BUREAU OF VOCATIONAL RESEARCH
:Dept. 10

S30 Broad way

New Yor k C i fy

MARRY Ul' L ONELY "Home l\faker'': hundreds rich; rel!al>le, years expe1•ience : descrlpt1ons free. The Successful Club. Box
556, Onkland, California.
l\IARRIAQE PAPER-20th year. Big issue
with descrlptions, photos, names and addresses. 2!\ c,c,nts. No other !ec. Sent sealed.
Box 2265, R , Boston , Mass.

l\IARRY- Free photographs, directory and
descriptions o! wealthy members.
Pay
when married. New Plan Co.. Dept. 36.
Kansas City, Mo.
lllARRY- JlfARRIAGE
DIRECTORY
with
photos anrt d!'scrlptlons free. Pav Whl'n
married. The Excl1ange. Dept. 5!5. Kansa s
City, Mo.

MARRY-Write for trig new di.I:ectory wlth
photos and descriptions. Fref'. National
Ag-ency, · Dept. A, 4606. Sta. Ill., Kansas
City, Mo.
GF,T A SWEETHEART. Exchnnire letters.
Write me enclosing stamp. Violet Ray.
Dennison. Ohio.

MARRY-Lonel:v Hearts, join our cluh, we
have a componlon tor you, man:v worth
from f5.000 to $;'\0,000. Des!'riptlons,' photos,
lntrodnctlons free. Rend no money. Standard Cor. Club, Gr!IY$lake, Ill.
for everybody, Stamped
envelopes for propo~al.
The Lily Club,
Station H . Cleyelnn,d. Ohto.

SWEETHEARTS

TOBACCO HABIT
1'0B ACCO or Snuff' Habit cured or no pa:v.
il.00 If cureo.
Remedy s!'nt on trial.

Superba Co .. PC .. Boltlmore, Md.

BLANK CARTRIDGE PISTOL
.Prout:titmAoai1,,.tBv.rulan.1i-a:mp,, o ftdDeg•
New Cata log

Send 26c for new
De Luxe Catalog
ove ltiea,
Pu1..zles,
Goods,
page!!I .

EXPLORING
THE
SARGASSO
The latest expedition to the
Sargasso sailed
Feb. 10 f 1' o m
New Yol'k, in the
s h i p Al'ctu rus,
b e I o n g i n g to
Henry W. 'W hiton, Pl'esident of
the Union SulPhu r Company,
under t11e direction of William
B e e b e, explorer
and scientist, and
undp· the auspices of the New
York Zoological
Society. Accompanying the exp e d i t i o n are
scientists fr o m
several institutions, artists and
a motion picture
photographel'.
The Ar:cturm,,
which is a wooden
ship 280 feet long
with a bE;jam of
46 feet, is said to
be the largest
vessel ever u sed
fol' s c i e n t i fi c
wol'k of the kind
contemplated.
T h e propeller
,is inclosed in a
weeq-proof wire
cage. From a
plank amid-ship:,,
supported by a
boom, depends a
platform
which
can be lowered
twenty or thirty
feet belo}'V the
surface and from
which a scientist
in diving dress
and helmet can
observe what is
going on in the
depths.
There
are
gla5s windows in
the bottom of the
ship, and she is
provided with a
fleet o f s m a l I
glnss-b-ottomed
boats for further
obsel'vations. Sl}e
carries laboratol'ies, tan k s, cages
and a scientific
library.

-

andaome
binding; ..
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"What would I do if I lost my job?"
W
HAT would you do? What would your
wife and children do?

3uppose your employer notified you tomorrow that he didn't need you any longer?
Have you any idea where you could get another position?
You wouldn't have to worry if you were
a trained man. You wouldn't have to spend
your mornings reading the "Want Ads" and
then trudging from place to place, meeting
rebuffs and discouragements, piling up bills,
finally willing "to do anything" if only you
could get on somebody's payroll.

you just as they are training thousands of other
men-no matter where you live-no matter what
your circumstances.
At least find out how, by marking and mailing
the coupon printed below. There's no cost or
obligation, and it takes only a moment of your time,
but it may be the means of changing your whole life.

___ Mail the Coupon To-day/ __ _
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCF,.SCHOOLS

Box 4480-D, Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, pleue ,en me how I tan <l.U&lify for
tbe ooatt.ion or in the .subject before which I have marked ID %:
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

fn°d~~::i'ai i~n::e~!t

l

8

Personnel Orga.ntzat.100
Trame Management
Buetness Law
Banking and Banking L&w
Accountancy(tncludlngC.P.A.)
Nirholson Co1tt AccounUnaBookkeeping

Don't have this spectre of unemployment
hanging over your head forever. Train yourself to do some one thing so ,,·ell that your
services will be in demand. Employers don't
discharg~ such men. They promote them!
Decide to·day that you are going to get the specialized training you must have if you are ever
going to get a real job and a real salary. lt"is easy
if you really try.
Right at home, in the odds ·and ends of spare time
that now go to waste, you can prepare for ttie
position you want in the work you like best. For
the International Correspondcncc ·Schools will train

Private Secretary

,:~::,~is~~:tv

Better Lett.era
Show Card Lettering
StPnography a.nd Typfna
Bu81ness English
('tvil Serrtce
Rfllhvay Mall Clerk

Common School Subject•

Fllgh School Subjects
Illustrating
O Cartoolllq
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES .
Electrical Englncerfng
Electric Lighting
Architecte• Blue Prlnta
echanical Engineer _
Contractor and Bullder
Mechanical Draftsman
Architectural Draftsman
Machine Shop Pr&ct1ce
Concrete Builder
Railroad PosiUone
Structural Engineer
Gaa Endne Operating
Chemistry D Pbazmaey
Ctvtl Engineer
Automobile Work
Surveying and MapplJla
Airplane Enalnea
.Metallurgy
Navigation

svanish

.:~Jl~

O French

IArchlt.ect

EnglneerlD~ ·

Na.me .................................. u ••"
_rreet

u.1~:~~ffctd Pt•lt17

........................................ u, ........... , •• _

3 •6 • 24

ddrea& ...•••••• _ .................................................................................. .

Clt:, ... ...............................................stat6

,........................... ,. ·······-

<1ccun1tioo .... .... ............... .. ........ ..: ......... .. ................. .. ........... 1 ............ ..
P_tt,oQ rtJ1fdino tn Oanada 1hoc,ld ,end tht, coupon to flt•

J"t"',.._

lional Correapcmdence BchtJOl1 Canadian. Lim'ited, Montreol. Co"°"

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

WILD WEST WEEKLY

Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almo11t
Every Subject.

i13S Youn it Wilt.I \V,•sr Gunning for Gold; or. Outwit-

No. 26.

HOW 'J'O ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.
-Fully illustrated. Full instructions are given In this

llttle book, togPtber \Ylth instructl.)D~ on swimmlug aud
riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Every one Is ,
desirous ot knowing what bis future life wlll brlnic
forth, whether . bapploess or misery, wealth or poverty.
You can tell by a glance at this little book. Buy one
anrl be conv!n('l'd.
No. 20 HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-F.verY hov $hould know bow Inventions orlglnRted. Thl8 book
l'xplalns them all. giving examples lo electricity, by• d rnull<'s, magnetism , optics, pneumatics, mechanics.
No. so. HOW Tl) COOK.-One of the most instructive
books on cooking ever published. It C'ontalns reclpe3
for cooking meats, fish, game sod oysters; also pl<'B,
puddings, cnk<'• and all kinds of pastry, 11nd a grand
collection or rerlpes ~
No. S3. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Contalolog the rules
and etiquette of good society and th<' ensl!'~t and most
approved methods of appearing to good advnotsge at
artles, balls, the theatre, church, and In the draw-

r,ne~room.

No. SS. HOW TO_ PLAY GAMEA.-A C'Omplete and
uspfnl little book, containing the rul!'S and rl'gulntloos

of billiards, bai:otelle, back-gammon, croquet, domluo

etc.
No. 36. HOW TO SOT,VE CONUNDRUlllFI.-Contaln1ng all the lPndln,: conundrums of the day, amusing rid·
dlP~. cur1nus Nlt<'bes and witty saylngs.
Ne
40. HOW TO 1'1AKE AND SET TRAPS.-In•
<'ludlng hints on how •o catch mole•, weasels, otter, rats,
squirN!I~ and birds. Also bow -to cure skh1s. Copiously
Illustrated.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MES'S
,TOK EBOOK.-Contalolog a great nrtety of tbp latest
joke~ used by th.- most fnmouR end men. No amateur
minstrel~ is .-ompletP without tbl~ wonderful little book.
No. 4!.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMPf-PEA.KER.-Cootnlnlng a varied assortment of stump
Rf)eeches, Negro. Dutch and Irish. Also end men's jokes.
.TuRt thP thing f.or home amusPmPnt nod nmate11r ~bows.
No. 45.

THE ROYS

OF NEW YORK MINSTREL

GUlDE AND ,TOKE ROK.-Somethlng new and verY
lnMructlve.. Ever:,- boy should obtain this book, ns It
C'ontnlnR full Instructions tor organizing an amnt<'ur
minstrel troupe.
No. 46.

HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.

- A description of the wonderful uses of electrlcltv and
ele<-tro mngnPtlsm: togPther wltb fuN Instructions for
making Ele<'trlc To.vs, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel.
A. M., M. n. Containing over fifty lllustrntlons.
No. '48.

HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A

handy book for boys, containing full directions for con·
~tructlng canoes and thP most popular manner of sail·
In!! them. Fully lllustr11ted.
No. 40. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glvlog rules tor con•
ducting -OehntPs, outlines tor debates, question~ for dis·
C'usslon and the hest sources for procuring information
on the question given.
No. ISO. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
-A valuable book, giving Instructions In collecting, preparing, mounting and preserving birds, aulmals and lD·
secta.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Contolnlng explanations of tl•e general prlnclples of sleightof-hand appllcahlP to cnrd trlC'ks; or card tricks with
ordinary cards, aud not requiring sleight-of-hood; of
tricks involving slelgbt-of-bnnd, or the use of specially
prepared cards. Illustrated.
No. 112. HOW TO PLAY CABDS.-A complete and
handy little book, giving the rules and full directions
for 1,>lay!ng Euchre, Crlbbag<.>, Casino. Forty-FlTe,
Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours and many other popular games of cards.
No.' M. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.Giving complete Information as to the manner and method of rnlslng, keeping, taming. hr<.>eding and managing
all kinds of pets: also giving full Instructions for milk·
Ing cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight Ulus•
tratlon1.

ror Hie II:, alt newsdealers, or wVI be Milt te UJ'
add~ on receipt ef prtoe, tOc. • • eop7,
ID moaeJ' or 1tftmp1, bl'

166 West 23d Street
New York City
BARRY E. WOLFF. Publisher, Inc.
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ting the Mme PlotterR
Fo,-cPd to Fight; or, How Arletta Bossed tbs
Gulch.
11.nd the F.ngllsh. Earl; or, The Search for •
Missing Man.
and the Indian Agent; or, Arletta Shooting for
Her Life.
Lnsso Duel: or, The Picnic at Dry Bottom.
and the U. S. Marshall: or, Arletta 11s a De•
tectlve.
Stopping n Flood: or, Savlnit a Doomed Camp.
aod the Mall Coach; or, Arletta and the Lady
~ In Blue.
nod the Mystic Dozen; or, The Scourge ot Red
Rocir. Pass.
HPlping the 9th Cavalry; or, Arletta as a
Shn rpshooter.
and th~ Miner'! "Kid"; or, Fighting for a
Gold Claim.
an<l the Redskin Rustlers; or, Arletta . Saving
the Cattle.
Fight on the MPsa: or, Surrounded by Greasers.
Leading a Raid; or, Arletta and the Bnrs of
Gold .
at Yankee Cainp; or, A Fourth of July on the
Border.
Cnrnpred by A pacbes: or, Arleth and tbs
PolMned Arrow.
and "Tnnocent Ike": or, Trnpplnl!' a Tricky
Ru11t1e1.
Pr11irle PnrRnlt: or. Arletta a C'apttve.
and the Texa• Cowboys: or, The Scrimmage
with tbe Rheenmen.
Wnshlnit Out Gold; or. Arlettn's Lucky Discovery.
Mexican !\Hxup: or. Ttie Sliver Mine ntsnutP
at tlu• Wi ,tow's Claim; or, AriPttn's 1'rave De·
ti>nf.t>
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an,\ the Range Boss; or. Crooked Work at the
Sleepy .T.
Caught by Savages; or, Arletta's Daring
Rescue.
and the Mexican DMdshot: or, Th" Shooting
Match On the Border.
at Hard Luck: or, Arletta and the Stream of
Gold.
/
Defending a Ranch; or, Besieged ' by Cattle
Rustlers .
.
.
and the Miner's Trap; or, Arletta'• Great Shot.
11t AC? Hli:-h Fair: or. The Liveliest Time on
Rl'C'Or<I.
RIRkT Rid&: or, Arletta and th!' Gulch Gang.
BuckRkln Band: or, The Sherlfl''s Bli:- Mistake.
DouhlP 'l'rlumnh: or. Arlettn Savini? tl1e Fin,:.
Rud "Cowboy .Tack": or. Spol!lug a Ran<'ll Raid.
Only Chance: or. Arletta's Quick Throw.
DP•1>erate Charge; or, The Shot That Beat the
Redskins.
at Cihl Dust Flat: or, Arietta and the Secret
Bu.nd.
in D;nger: or. Helping the Trapped Cavalrymen
and the ·nu tcharnn's. Claim; or, Aril'tta Dl'r..,n iHnJ!' Hfl'r Liff'l'.
Tamiri.g thP Cowpunch~rs; or, The Hard Crowd
or Bull 'l'nil Ranch.
A ftPr tilt> "Vultures"; or, Arietta and the
Bnnd or Ten.
Calling the Two Gun Man; or, Saving n ShPr·
!!r's Life.
and the Boy Ranl'bero; or, Helping a Tenderfoot to Succe~s.
and "Gluger Jake": or The Boss of Gimlet
Gulch.
and the Choctaw Chief; or, Arletta Defying
the R-.idskius .
DPfying nn Ambush; or. Arietta Lending the
CnYalry.
jave,I Bv a Signal; or, Arietta and the Vnnl~hing f ,lght.
Double Suhffle; or, The Celebration at Duckhorn Rauch.
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